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FREE
AIRPLANE
RIDES
Tickets good for one or more pounds on a 
penny-a-pound flight during November 
and December will be given with cash pur­
chases at the places of business listed below
The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
I Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula­
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established 
in 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab- i 1 ished and consolidated with the Gazette 
' ln 1882. The Free Press was established 
i ln 1855 and in 1891 changed .its name to 
i the Tribune. These papers consolidated
' March 17. 1897.
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••• Promise is most given when the ••• 
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Ask For Tickets With Each Purchase 
Same Them and Collect Your Weight
COUNTING THE COST
Maine’s Death Total From Automo­
bile Accidents in 1929 Was 161.— 
Trains Killed 10
In the death registration area in 
continental United States accidents 
in which automobiles were involved 
caused 29,531 deaths in 1929 with a 
death rate of 25.4 per 100,000 popu­
lation, it< was announced by the de­
partment of commerce.
Of this number collisions of au­
tomobiles with railroad trains and 
street cars resulted in 1958 and 507 
deaths, respectively
The total number of deaths in 
Maine was 161, ten of which were 
caused by collision with trains.
Tickets Available Wednesday
Present them to Curtiss-Wright and get a 
FREE PLANE RIDE
Three New York newspapers, the 
Times, the Herald-Tribune and the 
World announce that the price of 
their Sunday papers would be ten 
cents a copy in Greater New York 
beginning Nov. 2. Heretofore these 
papers have sold on Sunday for five 
cents.
Time to store your awnings. Phone 
1262W, Rockland Awning Co. and we 
will lcok after you.—adv.
Fuller-Cobb-Davls Veazie Hardware Co.
Perry’s Market Stonington Furniture Co.
Central Maine Power Crf. G. W. Palmer A Son
CURTISS-WRIGHT I. Leslie Cross
Senter Crane Company United Motor Fuel
Vesper A. Leach Nye's Garage
J. F. Gregory Sons Co. Chisholm Brothers
Berman’s Willow Street Market
Clarence Dorman Knight Brothers
R. E. Nutt Shoe Store Trainer’s Bake Shop
Samuel Rubenstein Corner Drug Store
W. H. Glover A Co. Rockland Pharmacy
H. H. Crie A Co. Newbert’s Restaurant
Park Street Cafe A Sea Grill
Crie Hardware Co. Eastern Furniture Co.
House-Sherman, Inc. Orange and Black
Highland Square Filling Sea View Garage
Station, Rockport Bay View Garage, Camden
Sea View Garage Filling Sea View Garage Filling Sta.
Station, Camden North Main Street
Never Again!
Probably never again will the peo­
ple of this community be able to 
hear and see such a splendid 
group of Artists as will be here 
Wednesday. ‘The
U. S. Army 
Band
45 ARTISTS
STRAND THEATRE
Afternoon Concert 2 
Children’s Concert 4 
Evening Concert 8
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5
SALVATION ARMY
Seeks Funds To Help Carry
On Its Work of Relief In
This Vicinity
Citizens of Rockland and Vicinity:—
During the last several years in 
which I have served as a member of 
the local advisory board for the Sal­
vation Army, I have learned to ap­
preciate not only its self-sacrificing 
service but the true efficiency with 
which its available funds have been 
expended.
Its field of operation covers Rock­
land, Rockport, Camden, Thomas­
ton, as well as Warren, Waldoboro, 
Stonington, St. George, Union ana 
North Haven—a large territory which 
offers an abundant opportunity for 
the special kind of work which the 
Army accomplishes, as does no other 
organization with which I am fa­
miliar.
The home service and the helpful 
heart service which the Army does ls 
peculiar to itself. Nobody else does 
it and it has become universally rec­
ognized as the particular burden of 
the Salvation Army.
Funds have already been solicited 
in all of the communities named ex­
cept Rockland. Rockland is now 
asked for only $2,000, to carry on this 
work for nine months, covering the 
period between Aug. 1, 1930, to May 
1, 1931. The Army is not asking our 
citizens to become solicitors. They 
are, in characteristic manner, assum­
ing to themselves all the work of so­
licitation, carried on with their own 
small group of willing workers.
This should not be regarded as a 
solicitation. It is really an oppor­
tunity. It Ls going to take this small 
group of Army workers a long time 
personally to cover the broad terri­
tory of their activities. I wish every 
person who takes time to read this 
appeal would do something to help 
raise the required budget. Even the 
smallest contribution ls well worth 
while and will be gratefully received. 
Mail your contributions to Homer E. 
Robinson treasurer, Rockland,
G. B. Wood.
OPENING
School of Dancing 
COPPER KETTLE 
NOVEMBER 8
2.15 P. M.
Aesthetic, Acrobatic, Character, 
Musical Comedy and TAPS
Miss Gretchen Fletcher
Phone 952
132-133
KNOX COUNTY’S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
DANCE
EVERY FRIDAY 
Camden Opera House
Dean’s 6-Piece Orchestra
Admission: Men 50c: Ladies 25c 
132T-Th-tf
SEVEN MINUTES TO NO. HAVEN
When Urgent Call For Doctor Came the Curtiss-Wright 
Folks Showed How To Meet the Emergency
The telephone bell rang at the 
Rockland Airport yesterday noon and 
a voice said:
“How soon can you get a doctor 
over here?"
“Have your man at the landing 
float, and we'll show you," was Mana­
ger Wincapaw's prompt and reassur­
ing reply.
From the time the call was received 
until the doctor was landed at North 
Haven 18 minutes had elapsed. The 
bay was crossed in the record-break­
ing time of seven minutes, the dis­
tance being between nine and 10
miles as thc man flies. Pilot Fred 
Ralph was at the control of the 
amphibian plane ln which the trip 
was made.
The romance was spoiled a bit for 
the airport officials when they 
learned that their passenger was a 
veterinarian (Dr. C. F. French) and 
that human life was not being saved 
by the speedy flight.
But in spite of the anti-climax 
there was taught the practical lesson 
of what this Curtiss-Wright estab­
lishment can do in case of emergency 
—an emergency apt to come any mo­
ment ln any island town.
THE U. S. ARMY BAND PLAYS
The Programs It WiH Present In Its Three Rockland Con­
certs Tomorrow Afternoon and Evening
Rockland will be one of the 50 
cities to hear the U. S. Army Band 
on its forthcoming public concert 
tour. This was assured when the lo­
cal committee comprised of the 
Chamber of Commerce, service clubs 
and musical organizations, signed a 
, contract with C. C Cappel, concert 
manager of Washington, under 
whose exclusive management the 
band’s tour is being made, for the 
great Army musical organization to 
appear here on Nov. 5. The concerts
“Many of us have heard the band 
as it broadcasts from the steps of the 
National Capitol or as Its music was 
put on the air in conjunction with 
some great national event, such as 
Col. Charles A Lindbergh's home­
coming. But now we are to hear the 
band ln person and see it as well."
The people of Rockland are partic­
ularly fortu-.iate this year in hearing 
the band fresh from its triumphal 
appearances at the Ibero-American 
Exposition in Seville, Spain, and its
will be held ln the Strand Theatre, sensational tour of the principal
one at 2.15 p. m., one at 4 p. m. (a 
matinee for school children) and an 
evening concert at 8 o'clock.
The committee is bringing the 
band here as a matter of civic pride. 
In speaking of its decision to afford • 
the people of Rockland the opportu­
nity to hear the band which has fig­
ured so extensively in contemporary 
history and which is recognized 
throughout the musical world as one 
of the finest organizations of its 
types, A. F. McAlary, general chair­
man of the committee, said:
“The committee deems itself fortu­
nate to be able to bring the Band 
to Rockland on this tour which Is 
limited to 50 cities. As representa­
tive of the United States Army and 
with the rating of one of the finest 
military bands in the world, the 
band's appearance here should be an 
Inspiration to the people of this com­
munity.
BOYNTON, NEW AIR HERO
Broke East To West Junior Record, and Heads Homeward 
With Similar Aspirations
Twenty-four 
minutes
That's the proper time for travel­
ing from Rockland, Maine, to Los 
Angeles, Calif., according to Stanley 
C. Boynton who reached the latter 
city Saturday afternoon in his Cess­
na monoplane and lopped more than 
three hours off the previous record 
held by Robert Buck.
The news of Boynton’s safe arrival 
reached Capt. William H. Wincapaw 
late Saturday evening, and spread 
throughout the city like the proverbial 
wildfire. On everybody’s lips was a 
prayer of thanksgiving that he had 
negotiated the hazardous air trail, 
and praise for the courage which led 
an 18-year-old youth to fare forth 
across a meagerly charted continent.
• • • •
A Los Angeles despatch to yester- j 
day's Boston Globe thus reviewed 
Boynton’s East to West flight:
cities of Europe. The European tour, 
the first ever to be made by a U. S. 
service band, was officially sanctioned 
by Congress in recognition of the U. 
S. Army Band's world-wide reputa­
tion as an outstanding exponent of 
Latin-American music. The pro­
grams Capt. William J. Stannard. 
leader, has prepared include some of 
those Latin-American numbers so 
rarely attempted by contemporary 
musical organizations and for which 
the Band is famous.
It was only after requests from all 
parts of the nation that the War De­
partment granted permission for the 
U S. Army Band tours. The local 
committee has gone to considerable 
trouble and expense to obtain this 
attraction for Rockland. Confidence 
ls felt, however that the event will 
receive the support of the people of 
this community which it so richly de­
serves.
PORTLAND
WE
4?%cucAion
BOSTON
$7.21
PORTLAND
$3.29
Round Trip 
from 
Rockland
Specialized investment 
knowledge
The officers of the Security Trust Company have at 
their disposal a fund of investment information that 
will supply the answer to almost any conceivable in­
vestment question. In addition to the long experience 
which these men have had, the facilities of the Financial 
Institutions investment unit, Fidelity-Ireland Corpora­
tion, ar® always at their immediate disposal. This cor­
poration is managed by Maine men who are recognized 
as investment specialists and their knowledge and ex­
perience is further supplemented by the most complete 
research and statistical services obtainable. The Secur­
ity Trust Company is always glad to assist its customers 
by providing investment information and counsel. You 
may call on us at any time with the assurance that any 
recommendations we make will be with the safety of 
your funds always the foremost consideration.
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY 
ROCKLAND
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
A Member ol the $80,000,000 Financial Institutions Group
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hours and two much above me with a building 
marked with a sign pointing to the 
Municipal Airport.
"I flew in the general direction of 
the arrow, not being able to use my 
compass as the magnetism of the 
buildings had completely thrown it 
off. Seeing one concrete runway, I 
made for it, and it was one of the 
most welcome sights in my life.
1 “Later in the evening in the citv 
' I found that the red light which I 
| saw was on the top of a tall building, 
near another large building, and I 
must have gone between the two 
buildings, not knowing my danger.”
His troubles culminated in a forced 
landing on a barren clearing in the 
wilds of New Mexico. Here on the 
attempted takeoff he broke the tail 
wheel and injured his rudder.
“I got the ship in the air only 
after going over some of the worst 
bumps I have ever known," he said. 
“A few minutes later I found that 
I was short of gas and made a land­
ing near an Indian settlement where 
I saw a gas station from the air. I 
landed in the middle of a sandy road, 
I loaded the plane with automobile 
. i gasoline, but when I started to take After flying through fog, storms ofT found the sand soft 
and encountering difficulties that j “j asked the Indians who were 
would have discouraged many older standing nearby to help me push the
AFTERNOON PROGRAM
1. “Marche Slav" ...................... . ...........................................  Tscliaikowsky
2. Intermezzo-Scene—“In a Persian Market"................................ Ketelbey
3... Solo for Euphonium—"Corinthian Polka” .....................................  Losey
Frank Jakubec
4. "Variations On a Folk Melody” ......................................................  Short
5. March—"Amigos Espanoles" (Spanish Friends) ...................... Stannard
Intermission
6. Excerpts from the Musical Play—“Show Boat" ............................  Kern
7... (a) Danzon—Fuerza Y Luz" ........... .......................................... Gallmany
(b) Spanish March—"La Giralda" ............................................  Juarranz
8. Solo for Zylophone—"A Rhythmic Classic” ...................................  Green
John Baumann
9. “Old Folks At Home" and "In Foreign Lands” ................Foster-Roberts
"The Star Spangled Banner"
EVENING PROGRAM
1. Elegia—"Lament and Glorification” ...................................  Valle-Riestra
i 2. Oriental Fantasy—“In a Chinese Temple Garden"'..................  Ketelbey
3 Solo for CorneV-"The Commander" ....................................... Chambers
Thomas F. Darcy
4. "Irish Tune From County Derry".................... .......................... Grainger
j 5. "Variations On a Folk Melody" ............................. ........................  Short
6. March—"The Washington Evening Star" ................................ Stannard
Intermission
' 7. Symphonic Prelude—“La Torre Del Oro” (The Tower of Gold) ..Glmenez
8. Solo for Euphonium—“Le Reve D’Amour" ...................................  Millars
Frank Jakubec
, 9. (a) Cashura and Huayno—“El Condor Pasa" ............................. Robles
(b) "Danza Yaqui" .................................................................... Alvarado
j 10. Solo for Xylophone—“La Serenata’’ ............................................... Metra
John Baumann
j 11. “The Year 1812” .........................................................-...... Tschaikowsky
“The Star Spangled Banner”
aviators, Stanley C. Boynton, 18- 
year-old Lexington, Mass., youth ar­
rived in Los Angeles yesterday at 
4.50 p. m. with a record for the junior 
transcontinental flight from Rock­
land, Me., of 24 hours and 2 minutes, 
beating the record of Robert Buck, 
New Jersey youth, set two weeks ago 
by more than three hours .
Boynton said upon his arrival here 
that the start from Rockland was 
made in bad weather and that he 
flew in fog for two hours. His 
troubles Increased as his journey 
continued.
“Nearing Syracuse my gas became 
low, “he said, "and rather than go 
on to Rochester, my first scheduled 
stop, I landed there and put in my 
spare gas which I had in cans. On 
the takeoff I was about 15 feet in 
the air over some trees and the mo­
tor quit.
“The probable cause for this was 
that the main tank was low and 
when on the turn the outlets were 
uncovered. I switched on my reserve 
quickly and at the same time headed 
for a cabbage patch for fear that 
the motor would not start again.
“I was able to regain the motor 
just before the ground, and having 
sufficient flying 'speed I was able to 
climb to a safe altitude.
“Going directly to Rochester, 
where the Texaco men met me and 
refuelled the ship, I then took off 
for Detroit, passing Niagara Falls, 
which was one of the most beautiful 
sights I have ever seen, I then head­
ed directly across Canada.
"Unable to secure aerial maps of 
Canada, I was flying across Canada 
entirely by compass and checking by
plane to hard ground, but apparently 
they were superstitious and would 
not touch the plane, and had to get 
help from some Mexicans.
“I landed at Winslow Friday night, 
where repairs could be made to my 
tail wheel. They were not complet­
ed on time and my departure from 
there was made at noon Saturday.
"My next close shave came when I 
was near Los Angeles and landed at a 
small airport to inquire the way to 
the Los Angeles Municipal Airport.
“As I took off, my motor stalled. 
The sun was directly in my eyes and 
it looked for a minute as if that was 
the end, but I gave the engine the 
gun. It responded and I zoomed up, 
and in about five minutes I was at 
the end of my journey.”
The hoy was jubilant at the success 
of his trip. He was taken on a tour 
of Hollywood tonight.
He said the trip had been a valu­
able one to him for experience and 
added: “I have learned that success 
in a flight of this kind comes to the 
flyer who can nnvlgate best. It ls not 
so much that a fast plane is needed, 
but the race goes to the fellowr who 
can follow a line and stay on it.
"The flight is not one that I would 
want to make every day. But I have 
enjoyed It and learned much.”
♦ » ♦ *
The Return Trip
Boynton left Los Angeles at 1.30 
yesterday afternoon (Pacific time) 
bent upon breaking the West to East 
junior record. At 4.20 p. m. (M.S.T.) 
he reached Yuma, Ariz., and after 
refuelling took off for Phoenix. A
Lake Erie at the same time. About despatch received by Captain Wlnca-
halfwav across it grew very black and 
the ceiling kept forcing me down 
lower and lower, finally turning to a 
very fine rain.
“Upon entering what I supposed to 
be Detroit, the smoke from the city 
made it almost impossible to see any 
landmarks at all, I saw a red light
paw late last night told that he had 
made a forced landing in a field near 
Casa Grande, Ariz. at 6.05 (M.S.T.) 
but that the plane was not damaged. 
He will hit the Eastern trail again 
today.
ON THE WINGS OF A GALE
Flew Alex. Bruce’s Twenty-Dollar Bill Into Penobscot Bay 
—But Hearken To the Sequel
The regular quarterly dividend of 
$1.25 per share on both common and 
preferred stock of the Maine Central 
Railroad has been declared by the 
board of directors.
BOXING
November 10 
Empire Theatre
Under New Management
MAIN BOUT—SIX 3-MINUTE ROUNDS
RED GRANGE vs. JERRY DUPREY
Portand Bangor
This is a return bout for the Middleweight Championship of 
Maine
SEMI-FINAL
v«. SHADOW JEANETTE
Bangor
AL WILSON s.
Rockland
AL FRIEDMAN vs.
Rockland
STEVE SMITH vs.
Rockland
YOUNG DOW
Rockland
FIRST BOUT PROMPTLY AT 8.30
Prices: $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 
Tel. 215—817-R
HAROLD GRAY
Belfast
YOUNG ROBERTSON
Thomaston
FIGHTING DEMPSEY 
Rockland
PENNY-A-POUND
Merchants and Airport Co­
operate For Free Airplane 
Rides
Air-minded folks who patronize 
stated Rockland business’ establish­
ments during the present month and 
December will be able to do it with 
out cost, as an arrangement has 
been entered Into between the mer­
chants and Curtiss-Wright people 
whereby the Rockland air fleet will 
carry 52,500 pounds of humanity free 
of charge during the period indicated.
Tickets have been issued In the 
name of each business concern par­
ticipating, and each purchaser of 
goods will receive credit for a cer­
tain number of pounds, according to 
the value of the purchase. When a 
customer has accumulated a face 
value equivalent to his or her own 
weight a free air ride will be given 
on the penny-a-pound flight days, 
which are Sundays (weather permit­
ting).
Half the number of pounds, plus 
half cash, will not suffice. The pa­
tron must have tickets equivalent to 
the patron’s weight, the obvious pur­
pose being to give the merchants full 
value for their co-operation.
Firms engaged: Fuller-Cobb-Davis, 
Perrys Market, Central Maine Power 
Co., Senter Crane Company, Vesper 
A. Leach, J. F. Gregory Sons Co., 
Berman’s, Clarence Dorman, R. E. 
; Nutt Shoe Store, Samuel Rubenstein,
When Charles S. Libby, purser of 
the steamer Vinalhaven, made his 
rounds one day during the summer 
Alex Bruce of Vinalhaven handed 
him a twenty-dollar bill in payment 
of his fare.
That at least was Mr. Bruce's in­
tention but twixt the passenger's 
hand and the purser’s there sudden­
ly swept one of those gusts of wind 
familiar to everybody who crosses the 
channel.
Away went the bill onto the vasty 
deep, never again to greet its own­
er’s eye.
Mr. Bruce, who ls not a man of 
means, ln the general acceptance ot 
the term, was the recipient of sym­
pathy from his fellow passengers.
And there the Incident seemed to 
end.
A month later Mr. Bruce was ap­
proached by Lyford Warren, a fel­
low townsman.
“Did you lose a twenty-dollar bill, 
crossing the bay?" asked Warren.
“I did,” was the reply.
“Well here it ls," and Warren 
handed the amazed Bruce a bill of 
that denomination.
And then came the explanation of 
a man who would have delighted the 
soul of one Mr. Diogenes.
Warren, who ls a fisherman, told 
of being out ln his smack on the day 
| when the money was lost, and of 
' seeing a banknote afloat. He sal­
vaged the greenback, and with not 
the remotest Idea as to Its origin, 
spent It ln due time.
And then one day somebody men­
tioned ln his presence about Bruce's 
loss and the attending circumstances.
Warren consulted his log and 
found that the dates coincided.
And though he and the twenty had 
long since parted company this 
Penobscot Bay fisherman who would 
have so admirably suited the man 
with the lantern made good.
The story is vouched for by Capt. 
Oscar Lawry, master of the Vinalha-) ven..
Brothers, Willow Street Market, 
Knight Brothers, Trainer’s Bake 
Shop, Corner Drug Store, Rockland 
Pharmacy, Newbert's Restaurant, 
Park Street Cafe &Sea Grill, Eastern 
Furniture Co., Orange and Black, 
Sea View Garage, Sea View Filling 
Station, North Main street, Sea View 
Filling Station, Camden, Bay View 
Garage, and Highland Square Filling 
Station, Rockport.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Here is what the theatre managers 
say for the present week: Strand- 
Today, “Virtuous Sin;" Wednesday, 
U. 8. Army Band (local auspices): 
Thursday and Friday, “Scotland 
Yard;" Saturday, "Song of the 
Cabalere." Park—Today, Dixi­
ana;” Wednesday, “Strictly Uncon­
ventional;" Thursday, “Big Fight" 
and R.K.O. Vodvil; Friday and Sat­
urday, “Doughboys.”
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER
I remember. I remember 
The house where I was born.
The little window where the sun 
Came creeping ln at morn;
It never came a wink too soon 
Nor brought too long a day:
But now I often wish the night 
Had borne my breath away.
I remember, I remember 
The roses, red and white.
The violets and the Uly-cups— 
Those flowers made of light!
The lilacs where the robin built, 
And where my brother set
The laburnum on his birthday— 
The tree ls living yet!
I remember. I remember 
Where I was used to swing.
And though the air must rush aa fresh 
To swallows on the wing;
My spirit flew In spirits then 
That Is so heavy now,
And summer pools could hardly cool 
The fever on my brow.
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Rockland. Me., Nov. 4. 1930. 
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie. 
Who on oath declares that he Is Press­
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette, 
and that of the Issue of this paper of 
Nov. 1. 1930. there was printed a total 
of 6,264 copies. FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.
Justice Manser Presiding Over Term Which Began This 
Morning—Long List of Pending Divorce Cases
The November term of Knox f ren,
County Superior Court convened at plaint, cruel and abusive treatment.
Which the Church Must Face 
—Neglect of Backsliding 
Members
The special services under the 
Sept. 26, 1925; cause of com- leadership of Rev. Benjamin Beatty 
opened Sunday evening at the Little-
Verily, verily, I say unto you. He I —- -.......... i Tirrell for libellant. fleld Memorial Church He spoke
that recciveth whomsoever I send 10 oclock this morning, prayer being Marie E. Smith of Vinalhaven from from the 12th chapter of St. Lukes
receiveth me; and he that receiveth ! offered by Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, Rufus w smith of Tremont, mar- . Gospel, particularly to the church
me receiveth him that sent me— rector of St. Peters Episcopal I ried at Southwest Harbor, Oct. 6. members, reminding them that these
John 13:20. Church 1923; cause of complaint, gross and three parables were spoken by Jesus
confirmed habits of intoxication and to the scribes and pharisees as a re-
. ' . . . . v , hnlfp tn their nperlpct of the Door antToday sees the country in the ! The sessions will be presided over — — j bUke to their neglect of the po r and
throes of by-elections, a detail of b>' Justice Harry Manser of Auburn bellant asks for custody of three mi- th£ °“?a®mDhasis was placed upon
public activity which Maine happily whose court stenographer is Samuel nor children. Miller for libellant. Much emphasis P P^'_
has behind it in its balloting of Sep- Carter of Portland. Rosa Matson from Victor Matson; a.nrld is through his
tember, wherein, it is recalled, she The grand Jury began its sessions j St. Oeorge. ^rned at IhKkjxirt disciples Ood has made no other
!•••>• :-------- one great sin that the
will have to face is the
by electing raStRepublicmih Governor I this morning, but the traverse jurors ^rtton~ Milk? ta UbeUant. Provision
and sending back to Washington five 1 do not report until Thursday morn- - ■ - — . - .
able men to support the administra- 1 ing.
Alice Brown Pierce of Owl's Head church _
.rom Edwin J. Pierce of Auburn. , mnrp interested in the souls
THE
LOG CABIN
tion "of a 'Republican President, j Sheriff Harding has assigned his married at Thomaston. July 30, 1923; ^i^R^kland^haTof
There is a note of uncertainty sound- : deputies to the following duties: cause of complaint, cruel and abusive ; ° mpmhpr<i
ed with respect to the outcome today, ! Granville Bachelder court crier, J. treatment, non-support and deser- . A , ,h ,
each of thc two parties claiming the D. Pease, grand jury and .later) sec- tion. G. B Butler for libellant. fhe only piaec 1 a ,
ensuing control of the next congress, ond traverse jury; Arthur D. Pish. Helen M. Gordon of Hope from “‘nt bl of the Prod’-
and each apparently confident of its : first traverse jury. Deputy Sheriffs Gilbert M. Gordon of West Pownal. ™rr;). is in inc parau 
position. But the newspapers are not J C. Earle Ludwick and Charles A. married at Union, Oct. 1, 1924; cause ; to meet tbe bov that was
so, the more conservative of them , Cavanaugh are also in attendance. of complaint, non-support and de- . „ g
disposed to go no further than to ad- Jerome Burrows occupies the mes- sertion. G. B. Butler for libellant. Wednesday Thursday and Friday 
mit that the cat may jump either senger's seat. Annie B. Stover of Rockland from , •! Brother Beattv
way. In New England chief interest More than 100 new civil entries are Alden a. Stover of Rockland, mar- a.„, b“,d a conference for ai.
centers upon Massachusetts, where shown by the docket. ried at Owl's Head, Nov. 25. 1911; . The evening meet-
a lively contest has been waged, ! These divorce cases have been en- cause of complaint, cruel and abusive 1
PARK STREET. ROCKLAND
greatly complicated by the prohibi- tered since the May term, 930: treatment. Libellant asks to resume
tion question, which has created Sarah T. McAloney of Rockland her former name, Annie B. Smith.
ings are at 7.30.
division in both parties. It would be 
a mistake. Republicans agree, to fail 
to re-elect Gov. Allen, or to send to 
the United States senat a man of no 
experience or proved ability in public 
affairs, rather than to elect William 
M. Butler to«carry on the traditions 
which have made Massachusetts 
great in the sphere of national 
statesmanship. We shall all be 
eagerly awaiting the news of it.
There are now twenty cities in the 
United States which have more than 
a hundred thousand telephones in 
use—twice as many as there werc ten 
years ago. As the world develops, 
the telephone, as the fastest and 
most efficient means of communica­
tion. becomes of increasing value. 
Once it was a convenience. Now it 
is a necessity. The social and busi­
ness relations of the twentieth cen­
tury. whether between Individuals, 
industries or governments, are de­
pendent to a large degree on the tele­
phone. Fifty years ago it took 
months for a letter to reach Europe 
from certain parts of the United 
States. Now. within a few minutes, 
we can project our voices across 
oceans and continents. The tele­
phone has made the world into a 
neighborhood. Where would we get 
off locally without the hourly con­
venience of it? There are many 
within the sound of this pen who can 
recall the marvel of those first three 
or four instruments set up in Rock­
land less than fift* years ago. One 
was in the office of this paper, and 
it is remembered with what awe the 
loafers came In off the street to talk 
with 'Wise's hardware shop a block 
away, and registering the considered 
opinion that it was a pretty little* 
plaything but of no practical value. 
The figures quoted as of the twenty 
cities are matched by our own local­
ity. In Knox County ten years ago 
there were 3000 telephones in use. 
Today thc number is 6000. with the 
total of daily calls steadily mounting 
and business and home affairs so 
entirely readjusted to the little 
instrument as that the removal of it 
through some catastrophe would put 
a full stop to conununitj’ activities.
The local Salvation Army, whose 
work among the submerged of the 
city's population is an open book 
easily read and understood, makes an 
appeal for funds, an appeal which 
surely is to receive recognition No 
longer served through the Com­
munity Chest, the army goes out to 
raise its budget in the same manner 
that the other church organizations 
raise theirs, each among its own 
parishioners. The parish of the Sal­
vation Army is the entire city and 
its environs, every part of which it 
administered to. and which therefore 
lies under obligation for these serv­
ices of rescue and relief. This is 
likely to be a winter when from the 
ranks of the unfortunate, calls for 
help will be multiplied—calls in 
particular measure lying within the 
sphere of this organization, and 
many of which with their attendant 
suffering will go unrecognized, un­
less the army is supplied with the 
necessary weapons of relief. We 
shall make our contribution cheer­
fully and do not doubt the generosity 
of the people will have manifestation 
all along the line.
What is more satisfactory to listen 
to than a brass band? Lovers of this 
outstanding form of music recall 
with a thrill those visits made to 
Rockland by the organizations of 
notable artists under the magnetic 
direction of Sousa and Creatore, 
those famous wielders of the baton. 
Hqw eager our people were to pack 
the liall on those historic occasions, 
the memory of which is unfading. 
Now comes another such opportunity 
in the appearance here tomorrow of 
the United States Army Band, in 
these times recognized as worthy 
successor to those bands which in 
earlier days have given our country 
high setting in the musical circles of 
the wor d. We shall be surprised if 
audiences do not gather to listen to 
it, after the manner of those out­
pourings in the brave days of Sousa.
TAMASSEf SCHOOLfrom Kenneth O. McAloney of Larch- q. B. Butler for libellant.
mont, N. Y„ married at Machias. peari A. Robertson from Grace R. -------
Sept. 23. 1923. cause of complaint. Robertson of Rockland, married at Lady Knox Chapter Aids
cruel and abusive treatment and Rockland, Nov. 24, 1915; cause of ,1 ■ ■ l„ c„,ltL
non-support. Libellant asks for cus- complaint, adultery and cruel and Living Memroial in OOUtn
tody of three minor children. Smal- abuslve treatment. W. H. Butler for | Carolina
ley for libellant. libellant. ! ----
Margaret S. Langston of Vinalha- j Elizabeth Lappanen from Julius ! the American Revolution, has sent
ven from Andrew Langston of parts Leppanen of St. George, married at to the Tamassee School in South 
unknown, married at Vinalhaven Gloucester. Mass.. May, 1912; cause Carolina a part of the proceeds of 
Aug. 25, 1923: cause of complaint de- Of complaint, cruel and abusive treat- the recent rummage sale, 
sertion. Roberts for libellant. ment and gross and confirmed habits i Within the shadow of a mountain
• • » * of intoxication. Libellant asks for! peak known as Tamassee Knob lies
Adah E. Carnes of Rockland from custody of four minor children this mountain school, which takes its
Arthur L. Carnes of Milford, N. H.. Miles for libellant. name from an old Indian legend,
married at Vinalhaven, Sept. 27. Marguerite E. Harris of Rockland ; The legend is that in the village of 
1915; Libellant asks for custody of from Herbert A. Harris of St Cherokee Indians lived a famou-
two minor children. Miles for libel- George. Married at Rockland. Sept, fire prophet. His great wisdom and
lant. ; 7, 1921; cause of complaint, cruel and power of healing were attributed to
Elizabeth Montgomery of Rockland abusive treatment and adultery. Li- j the possession of a huge ruby. With
bellant asks for custody of minor their gift for picturesque nomencla- 
child. Payson for libellant. : ture. the Indians called this ball of
Dorothy M. Lowell from Richard fire "The Sunlight of God." Thpv 
H. Lowell of Thomaston, married at came from far and near to consult 
Rockland Peb. 19, 1927; cause of the prophet and to be made strong, 
complaint, non-support and cruel 1 At his death the Indians obeying his 
and abusive treatment. Libellant asks I parting injunction, buried him with
of Rockland from Warren Montgom­
ery of Rockland, married at Rock­
port. Nov. 3, 1919; cause of complaint, 
desertion and non-support. Miller 
for libellant.
Malita E. Castner of Thomaston
from Walter J Castner of Waldoboro. ---------------------------- ----------------- ,,_____„ ------- ,
married at Waldoboro, Jan. 28. 1920; for custody of minor child. Gould the stone clasped to his breast. The 
cause of complaint, desertion. Libel- for libellant. knoll on which the grave lay was
lant asks to resume her maiden Mabel V. Moore from Wilder E called Tamassee. "The Place of the 
name. Malita E. Kelley. Miller for Moore both of Warren, married at Sunlight of God." After many years 
libellant. Warren. Sept. 26. 1925; cause of com- Tamassee is again a place where the
George F. Dean of Rockland .'rom plaint, adultery, cruel and abusive sunlight goes forth into many lives 
Hilda Dean of New York City, mar- treatment and non-support. Libel- to bless and strengthen them 
lant asks for custody of two minor Tamassee has been true to the mean­ried at Rockland. August 3. 192'
cause of complaint, desertion. Tir- children. Pike for libellant, 
rell for libellant.
Carrie E. Miller of Rockland from 
Prank H. Miller of Bangor, married
at Brewer .April 7 1928; cause of As is usuany the case with stage *'"'"------ ^hiwrpn of the hills from
complaint cruel and abusive treat- nts Richard Bennett and dents are chddrcn °f a ,eant0.
ment and non-support. Libellant ^drienne Morrison. father and roomandale
asks to resume her maiden name. mother of thc three famous Bennett, existence since the
Carrie E. Soper. Payson for libel- sisters. Constance, Barbara and Joan aR“on X come to Tamas-
ri’ v. ,v f z, j admonished their three daughters to wi,hnnt invitat’on for they are George M. Colburn of Camden stay away {rom lhe theatre as a life- Xd wave “
Simple, hopeful
ing of its name.
Tamassee is a D.A.R. School run 
by the daughters for poor girls who 
would otherwise remain forgotten.
,, xv. xv x neelected. and unlearned. The stu-s is ll t it t  ( „
STRAND THEATRE
We are pleased to announce the open­
ing of our 17th filling station in Plaine 
on Park Street,' Rockland—We believe 
that you will agree with us that our sta­
tion is a destinct addition to this fast 
growing business throughfare.
We Are Selling the Very Finest Quality Products of the
SINCLAIR REFINING CO.
Sinclair Gasoline 
Sinclair H. C. Gasoline
Sinclair Opaline Oil 
Sinclair Mobiline, Pure Penn.
Now that cold weather has arrived, you will 
appreciate these superior products
GAS THAT INSURES QUICK STARTING
N. B. We give Airplane Ride Tickets Free with each dollar purchase of Sinclair Products, 
ticket is good for one pound toward a ride
Each
____  __ learning
time career. si ple hopeful, baggageless, they
As is usually the case with chil- £ 'Today there are 84 of these 
dren of stage people, all three of Droteges at Tamassee. All have com ? 
them made a bee line for the theatre <(h0“ t money and without a change 
at the very first opportunity. Joan, j q{ clothing riot one of them has left 
, . j „ . t, , „ , . being t'ne youngest, was the last to , —_»i 11,. hehind’ not one but is
married aXamd^" M°av T 1923 ' foll0W the lead °f hW tW° °lder SiS’ orphaned of one or both parents.
cause of comp “nr crueXd abus^c X eXen ScarCely a X'and
treatment Perrv for libellan' ro es dunng the Past eight-en t0 be taken elsewhere. In this andtreatment. Perry lor linen ant. , montbs testifies to her rapid rise to otber respects Tamassee occupies a , -----
' *. ’ the heights. uniaue position. No child is ever Rockland High was defeated 7 to 0
David J. Daris from Gladys M As Xandra. in the leading feminine turned awav. j by Madison High at Community Park
Darts of Rockland, married at Quincy. roie opposite Edmund Lowe in “Scot- The school is established on a part ; _ piaved inMass.. Jan. 29. 1923; cause of com- land Yard;. dramatic all talking ofT£eX of Gen. Andrew Pickens of Saturday The game was played in
plaint, cruel and abusive treatment thriller coming to the Strand Theatre Revolutionary fame. Mrs. Haynes
and adultery. Smalley for hbellant. Thursday and Friday Joan easily jones of Walhalla. S. C . a loyal
from Almena R. Colburn of Thomas­
ton. married at Ashland, Oct. 31, 
1902; cause of complaint, cruel and 
abusive treatment. Payson for li­
bellant.
Kenneth W. Dean of Camden
SINGLE TOUCHDOWN
Proves Undoing of Rockland 
In Its Game With Madison 
High
the morning, but early as it was the
Rockland 0 Madison 7
Connon. re......................... le. Leach
Glover, rt ............................. It, Viles
Moulaison, rg............... lg. Goodchild
Larrabee, c ................. c, Levencha
Snowman, lg ............ rg, Demossea
Aylward. It ................... rt, Redman
Dunton. le ................... re, Macklin
Flanagan, qb ................... qb, Shinayi
Knowlton, rhb ......... rhb. La Fratta
Mazzeo. lhb .................. , lhb, Daigle
Green, fb .........................  fb. Demko
, Subs for Rockland: Bicknell, Hoop-
______ _________ _____ _____ r _______ _ . jinx which has been pursuing the er Duncan. (
Charlotte M. Alley from Lester W. scores the triumph of her brief but d--'iitrhter seeing the need magnani- orange and black of late was right Touchdowns, Shinav. Point after 
11.V nf RnnkHnri married at Rnek- ------------ * 'ffered 50 acres of this his- there and on the job.Alley o oc la d, oc C0i0rful career.
land. June 24, 1912; cause of com- The story is a thrilling drama of toric' ground to the South Carolina 
plaint, cruel and abusive treatment. a wjfe whose husband disappeared in p A.R. for a school for mountain 
Smalley for libellant. the war. confronted with an impos- ; g^ls. Others added and at the
Gertrude J. Mank from William O. tor Who had been given the exact state conference In 1916 the offer 
Mank of Warren, married at Rock- likeness of her husband by a plastic was accepted by thc South Carolina 
land, Nov. 8. 1921: cause of complaint. ’ surgeon s mistake. So perfect is the d.A.R. as a site for an industrial 
cruel and abusive treatment and imitation, she is fooled to the extent school for girls. In 1918 came the 
non-support. Libellant asks to re- of giving her love to the strange man. erection of the first building. An en- 
sume her maiden name, Gertrude J. and oniy the timely work of detec- dowment fund was raised and thus 
Hart. Smalley for libellant. tives from Scotland Yard prevents a Tamassee, the D.A.R. Industrial ,
Nina P. Benner of Rockland from further tragedy when the criminal School for Girls, once a dream, then come 
Harry G. Benner of Nobleboro, mar- posing as her husband is exposed in 1 a venture, is now a reality, 
ried at Nobleboro. June 21. 1929; a pjot involving a bank robbery of a — ________
cause of complaint, cruel and abusive j million pounds.—adv. 
treatment. Smalley for libellant. ___________
Rockland drew the kickoff, but the 
only advantage either side gained 
during the opening chapter was that 
which befell Madison through ex­
change of punts.
In the second period two penalties 
were imposed upon the visitors for 
holding, and twice Rockland was 
within scoring distance. The re­
quired punch didn't just seem to
touchdown. La Fratta 1 pass'. Ref« ree 
Mahan, Augusta. Umpire. Sturte­
vant, Thomaston. Head linesman, 
Wotton, Bowdoin. Time, four 9 min­
ute periods.
This Coupon Is Worth $1.00 In Trade To You!
PILLSBURY STUDIO
This coupon will be accepted as $1.00 Cash on Cabinet 
Size Photographs on sittings made between now and Nov. 20.
Call Today for an appointment. Telephone 593-R for 
thc most appreciated and lasting Christmas gift.
PILLSBURY STUDIO
229 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND TEL. 593-R 
132-133
Oho! Here It is, the Maine Farm­
ers' Almanac for 1931. Bless our 
souls, how time does fly. In fact 
everything and everybody flies now­
adays, cent a pound or otherwise. 
The "Maine Farmers" never runs to 
sensational headlines, and never 
offers to refund the money if it fails 
to be windy in March or cold in 
January. And it gives about the 
usual number of eclipses—three of 
the sun and two of the moon next 
year. Somebody has played a 
scurvey trick, however, for not one of 
the five will be seen in Rockland, or 
even Thomaston or Camden. But 
it’s a good old almanac, with plenty 
of good riddles and anagrams over 
in the dessert section.
There are few world travelers with 
keener sense of observation than 
Harry Danielf It is the gift of the 
natural newspaper man. trained to 
accuracy in selection of the essential 
detail.
Marian G. Daucette of Rockland Mrs. Jos. W. Blaisdell. honorary 
from Louis H. Daucette of Damari- member of the Belfast B.P.W. Club,! 
scotta, married at Rockport, Oct. 16. antj Mrs. Essie P. Carle, one of its 
1929; cause of complaint, cruel and founders, will be among the speakers 
abusive treatment and non-support. aj (.he banquet b*-ing given this even- 
Libellant asks for custody of minor jng [be Windsor Hotel by the Bel- 
child. Louis H., Jr. Smalley for 11- j {ast c)ub with Emily R. Kneubuhl of i 
bellant. New York, executive secretary of the
Helen B. Smith of Warren from National Federation, and Mrs. Sara 
H. Kenneth Smith of Bath, married Lafflin Hammons of Augusta. State 
at Rockland. Dec. 21, 1927; cause of, president, as honor guests. Many of 
complaint, cruel and abusive treat- j the B.P.W. Clubs in this section of 
ment. Libellant asks to resume her Maine will be represented, the Rock- 
maiden name. Helen Bachelder. ]and organization sending Miss Doris 
Smalley for libellant. Hyler, president, Mrs. Evie Perry.!
• » • • 5 Mrs. Emily Stevens, Mrs. Emma Car- j
Fannie M. Chandler of Rockland ! ver Mrs. Annie O'Brien, Mrs. Exxie ] 
from Lester J. Chandler of Norton Perry, Mrs. Agnes Louraine, Misses 
Mass., married at Attleboro, Mass . Helen and Maureen Bums and Mrs. 
July 25. 1909; cause of complaint, Lena Sargent. Mrs. Sargent will be 
desertion and cruel and abusive; accompanied by Miss Gretchen j 
treatment. Libellant asks for custody Fletcher and Mrs. Ida Hartshorn, 
of minor child. Smalley for libellant, both members of the Belfast club.
Maud A. Ames from Franklin D.;______________________________ ]
Ames of Rockland, married at Cam­
den, April 13, 1917; cause of com­
plaint, cruel and abusive treatment, 
desertion and non-support. Libellant 
asks for custody of four minor chil-1 
dren. Campbell for libellant.
Ruble H. Beaudoin of Rockland! 
from Elias A. Beaudoin of Newport, j 
married at Newport, June 1, 1918; 
cause of complaint, cruel and abusive 
treatment and non-support. Tirrell 
for libellant.
Pearl Stevens from Oliver Stevens 
of Rockland, married at St. George.
Aug. 11. 1924; cause of complaint, 
cruel and abusive treatment and 
adultery. Libellant asks for custody 
of minor child, Billie Dorothy, aged'
3 years. Tirrell for libellant.
Mary A. Huntley from Archer M.
Huntley both of Camden, married at 
Camden, Sept. 1. 1923; cause of com­
plaint, cruel and abusive treatment.
Libellant asks for custody of minor 
children, Charles S., age 7 and 
Theresa M. age 6. Tirrell for libel­
lant.
Merton K. Ames from Mary A.
Ames of Rockland, married at Deer 
Isle, Feb. 17. 1908; cause of complaint 
cruel and abusive treatment. Tirrell 
for libellant.
Wilder E. Moore from Mabel V.
Moore of Warren, married at War-
Never Again!
Probably never again will the peo­
ple of this community be able to 
hear and sec such a splendid 
group of Artists as will bc here 
Wednesday. Thc
45 ARTISTS
STRAND THEATRE
Afternoon Concert 2 
Children’s Concert 4 
Evening Concert 8
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5
Why Buffer tortures from Rheu­
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis. Muscu­
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises 
when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief? 
A scientifically compounded ex­
ternal application that should be 
in every home. Sold only at
Johnston’s Drug Store
73 PARK ST. ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price 
75 cents
<!tf
The solitary touchdown in this 
; game was made by the late Presi­
dent’s nami-sakes in the third period;
' after Rockland's safety man had 
missed a punt, and Madison recov- 
i cred on the 25-yard line. The visi- 
I tors completed a nice forward pass 
which brought the ball to Rockland's 
3-yard line, Shlnay went over for the 
touchdown. The point after the 
touchdown was made by La Fratta on 
a pass from Shlnay.
The last period Rockland held 
possession of the ball the greater 
part of the time and a number of 
long gains by Hooper and Flanagan 
were made, but they were unable to 
develop those Into scores. The sum- 
i mary:
Within the Month
The Little Flower Shop
Hopes to be located in its new store at
371 MAIN STREET
Meantime we have fine Chrysanthemums, white, 
pink and yellow. Snapdragons and Carnations are 
also blooming in otir greenhouses.
A shipment of Certified Paper White Bulbs has just 
arrived ready to plant in pebbles, and we have a few 
Darwin Tulip Bulbs which should go into your gar­
dens now.
If you are doing early Christmas shopping you could 
find some real bargains in fine Pottery in our shop. 
Much of this is Lanesville and Roseville Pottery and 
worthy lo grace any home.
Come in. And after we have moved, come again, 
and often!
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
399 Main Street
“SILSBY’S"
Rockland
130-132
Food Specials
&S Scallops
HAM TO FRY 
PORK STEAK 
SAUSAGE PATTIES 
PRUNES -5#S1ZE 
CLAMS
POLLOCK 
LEAVES 
LINK SAUSAGE 
SOUR KROUT
UTTLE NECKS
SLACK SALTED
MAKE YOUR OWN LARD 
FROM NATIVE LITTLE PIGS
each lc 
lb 10c
Perry’s Market
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TALK OF THE TOWN ” V .1.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 5—U. S. Army Band at Strand 
Theatre.
Nov. 6—Fall meeting of Knox County 
Fish & Game Association in Tenant's 
Harbor.
Nov. 7—Penobscot View Grange holds 
annual fair.
Weather This Week
Weather outlook for wee in North 
and Middle Atlantic States, gener­
ally fair, except rain about Thursday. 
Temperature near normal after to­
day except colder at end of week.» -----------
Mrs. Roland Seavey went Sunday 
to Portland where she will remairy 
during the winter.
Are the robins staying on unusually, 
late this season? The writer sees 
many of them daily.
Mrs. Minnie Rogers and family 
motored Sunday to Ellsworth where 
they were guests of Ralph Atkinson.
Last week's prizes at Carr's alleys 
Graham, 142; E. Drinkwater, 136;
R. Shields and R. Mitchell, 126; G. 
Shute, 122
Albert McCarty has returned to his 
studies at Holy Cross College, 
Worcester, after spending the week­
end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
D. L. McCarty.
The question has often been asked: 
Is it permissible for adults to attend 
the children's performance of the V.
S. Army band? The answer is in 
the affirmative, the only stipulation 
being that the adult buy the regular 
75-cent afternoon ticket.
The advance checking of seats for 
the U. S. Army band concert, Wed­
nesday night, is most gratifying to 
the promoters of this notable event, 
but it is desired that the public 
should know that there are still some 
excellent seats for $1.50 and $1.
Writing from Winter Park., Fla., in 
renewal of subscription Mrs. Dora
E. Crockett says; "My sister Nora 
Wilde and I enjoy reading the paper 
and keeping in touch with our Rock­
land friends. We are having here 
beautiful warm weather. I note the 
snowstorm that New England had, 
which seems too early for such q 
storm.”
The stated assembly of King 
Hiram Council, R.&S.M. will be held 
Friday opening at 3.45 p. m„ Appli­
cations for degrees will be received 
and all of the degrees conferred at 
this session. A roast chicken supper 
will be served in place of the roast 
pork which had been planned, and 
the charge will be as usual. The 
band will give a concert at 7.45 and 
the degree work will start at 8.15. 
This means that the boys will be able 
to board their airplanes for home by 
9.30.
Thc Central Maine newspaper 
"The Exciter" runs a "Who's Who in 
C.M.P.” and makes a very interest­
ing feature of it. The current issue 
is devoted to Lawrence S. Leach 
showing portraits of him at the ages 
of 7 and 32. From the accompanying 
data are obtained these details as Vo' 
his career: "Born July 31. 1898, Rock­
land, Me. Schools—Rockland Gram­
mar and High School, graduating 
from the latter in the class of 1916. 
Hobby—American Legion ahd ‘Forty 
and Eight;’ Lawrence is Adjutant of
■
77iree Great Concerts
f Of. ' F
Tomorrow—November 5
A I
U. S. Army Band
AFTERNOON CONCERT 2.00 O’CLOCK 
Admission 75 Cents
CHILDREN’S CONCERT 4.00 O'CLOCK 
School Children Admitted for 25 Cents
EVENING CONCERT 8.00 O’CLOCK 
Admission $1.00 and 1.50
These concerts will be the greatest musical event in many years. 
Forty-five Great Artists in a magnificent program
The annual meeting of the Country 
Club will be held Nov. 1113 with sup­
per at 6.30.
The stated commifnication of 
Aurora Lodge will be held Wednes­
day evening.
H. M. de Rochemont is attending 
this week the Waltham Oil Burner 
dealers' meeting and school of in-
j struction at Waltham.
The officers and colors of the aux- 
’ iliary of Ralph Ulmer Camp will 
[ | meet in Legion hall Wednesday at
7.30 for drill work.
The Baptist woman's missionary 
society will meet Wednesday at 2.30 
| with "Our Caribbean Neighbors,” the
subject for discussion.
—
Opportunity Class of the First 
Baptist Church will meet Thursday 
evening with Mrs. Hattie. Richards, 
Main street, Thomaston.
League bowling results at Carr's al­
leys last night: I. L. Snow Co., 1342, 
Federals, 1336; Dark Horses 1437, L. 
P. C. Dragons 1323. Scores in next
issue.
The meeting of the managers of 
the Home for Aged Women will be 
postponed from Nov. 5 to Nov. 12 to , 
be held at 2.30 at the home of Mrs 
Grace Fuller.
Pa"e Three
FREE AIRPLANE RIDES
We are giving airplane ride tickets free with all cash purchases of $1.00 or over. 
We give one ticket for each one dollar purchased; each ticket is good for one 
pound toward a ride.
ASK FOR THESE TICKETS AT SENTER CRANE'S
Orient Chapter, OE.S., of Union 
has extended an invitation to Golden 
_ Rod Chapter, O.E.S., to be its guest 
B Friday evening. Several members 
i are planning to attend.
. Benjamin C. Reed, night traffic 
i manager for Western Union, whose — 
telegraph apprenticeship began back 1 Bernard
SPECIALS IN 
Men’s Union Suits
Part wool, camel hair, random 
union suits
Sizes 36 to 46; regular 1.50
98c
A suit you pay 2.00 for '
Men’s Union Suits
A finely woven garment, part wool 
and good looking
Regularly
2.00 $1.49
Sizes 
36 to 46
Fred S. True is having a week's j Mrs. A. J. Bates left Saturday for , Receipts from the Kennebec bridge 
vacation from his duties with the Massachusetts where she will spend I show an increase of nearly $1000, for 
Maine Central. , the winter. I the month of October over the same
----  I ---- period in 1929. The year's receipts to
There will be a business meeting Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets\ date are nearly $2000 more than last 
of the Congregational Women's As- T1}ursday’ with work on t’uUts in the ’ year, this despite the fact that the 
afternoon; supper at 6 o’clock, Miss summer receipts showed a marked 
Ida Stevens, chairman, and the usual
evening session.
sociation tomorrow afternoon in the 
church vestry at 3 p. m.
Bill Ellingwood, Maurice Duncan, 
Francis McAlary and John Moulaison 
motored Saturday to Orono to wit­
ness the Colby-Maine football game.
The graduates of Knox Hospital, 
1930 class, who took their State Board
Mrs. Leonard Hassett, Jr., and Miss 
Geraldine Hnrding of Portland visit­
ed Mrs. Edna Hart, Masonic street, 
over the weekend. Miss Harding re­
mains for the week.
Mrs. Alice Winslow and Mr. and
examination recently passed success- Mrs. Clinton Murray of Portland and 
fully, two of the graduates winning Miss Emma Shaw of Cumberland 
honors. \ were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
_ A. B. Packard at Glencove.
Mrs. Ella Newman has resumed her ~~ _ _
duties in the office of Judge E. K. I Mr' and Mrs W. P. Rawley of 
Gould, after spending two weeks as Brctwcr„ and father Heman Seavey
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Charles ’notored thls 5Ity Satu,:day' Mr' 
Ames in Concord, N. H. Seavey wl11 spend z part of the win-
j ter with his son William A, Seavey.
Two Rockland Commercial College 
graduates have recently obtained po­
sitions—Miss Joanna Patterson at 
the office of the Curtiss-Wright 
Flying Service, and Miss Lora Mc- 
Gaffey with the Studley Furniture 
Company.
L. E. Moulton, former principal of 
Rockland High School, and subse­
quently for a short time superintend­
ent of Rockland schools, is critically 
ill in Auburn from a recent heart 
attack.
and unexplainable falling off over 
the preceding year. This falling off 
began in June and continued through 
September. Beginning in October 
they commenced to pick up, with a 
gain of $908.15 over the same month 
last year.
There was a good attendance Fri­
day evening at the Littlefield Me­
morial Baptist Church fbr the World 
Wide Guild and Children's Work! 
Crusade rally. Miss Esther Phelps, 
field secretary gave a very inspiring 
and helpful talk, telling of the helps 
for the two societies and explaining 
about the study books, program, 
helps, etc. The Belfast Guild came 
from the greatest distance, while the 
Warren Guild hnd the largest num- 
bt. present. 11 girls and their coun­
sellor. Miss Phelps left for Bangor 
Saturday. She will be in the New 
England States until Dec. 15. She 
was the guest here of Miss Mabel 
Seavey, North Main street.
----  • ! E. C. Boody, Jr., is on a hunting
The fall fair of Miriam Rebekah | trip for two weeks at the Hiramdale 
L) Lodge opens this afternoon at 2.30 in [ Sporting Camps, Northeast Carry. 
Odd Fellows hall. Many useful artl- During his absence, Mrs. Boody is 
cles will be on sale. Public supper staying at the home of her parents 
will be served at 6 and the regular 84 Pleasant street.
session of the Lodge takes place this j -----
evening. ' Members of Golden Rod Chapter,
----  ' O.E.S are requested to attend thc fu-
Pnst Nn 1 of the American Leeion Harry Hanscom and Clarence Har- neral services of their late sister, 
Present work -Truck driver X98 and aden leaye ‘on?.orr„ow on ^e fifth trip Edith Young ymal at the family res-
Easy Washer service man."
The meeting of the Speech Read­
ers’ Club Friday afternoon was 
rather a jolly occasion as the lessons 
in speech reading conducted by Miss 
Eliza Hannegan were in keeping with 
thc Halloween season. Miss Hanne- 
gan’s lessons, both private and class, 
arc meeting with marked success. 
A new associate member was report­
ed. Mrs. James S. Norris, vice presi­
dent of the Eastern zone and mem­
ber of the White House conference 
for child welfare and protection, 
will broadcast on her work at 3 
o'clock this afternoon over station 
WBZ. Mrs. Norris was a recent guest 
of thc Portland Club. The club 
meets Friday afternoon at 2.30 in the 
rooms at 447 Main street.
The annual Pleasant Valley 
Grange fair was successful in every 
respect, with a large attendance for 
each feature. The harvest supper 
under thc direction of Mrs. Mabel 
Bowley and Mrs. Julia Post received 
warm praise from the many who 
partook. Thc booths at which were 
sold aprons, fancy articles, candy, 
ice cream, cooked food, etc., were 
well patronized. The grabs in charge 
of Miss Susan Spear and Mrs. Eve­
lyn Bartlett did a rushing business. 
Displays of apples and vegetables by 
Jesse A. Tolman, F. E. Post, Willis 
Snow and Austin J. Moody won par­
ticular attention. Decorations of 
orange and black in keeping with the 
Halloween season were used in an 
effective manner in the hall, booths 
and dining room. One of the most 
interesting features was the baby 
show with Mrs. Austin J. Moody in 
charge, although only seven babies 
werc entered, due to the large 
amount of illness prevailing. The 
judges werc Mrs Jessie Lawrence, 
health nurse. Miss Eliza Steele. Red 
Cross nurse, Mrs. Frank Kimball 
and Mrs. E.'P. Jones. Tfiose carrying 
off honors were; 6 months and under. 
Joan Bartlett, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Norris Bartlett; 6 months to 1 
year, 1st, Alston Bartlett, son of Mrs. 
Hazel Bartlett; 2nd, Barbara Porter, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard 
Porter; 1 year to 2 years. Priscilla 
Butler, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Clyde Butler; 2 to 3 years, first prize 
divided between Barbara and • Earl 
Bartlett, twins of Mrs. Hazel Bart­
lett. as they were found equal in 
points; second. David Farrand, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Farrand.
of the H. & H. Express which they J idence. 301 Limeroek street, tomor- 
are operating between Rockland and row afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Boston. They make two trips each , ----
week .Sunday and Wednesday, re- Robert Fillmore has nearly com- 
tuming Tuesday and Friday. The pleted thc compilation of a handy 
service is already meeting with I little directory and census magazine 
marked success. J for Rockland and Thomaston. He is
___ , meantime looking in upon his old
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union \ friends with the Maine Farmers 
Veterans is holding an autumn ba- Almanac.
zaar tomorrow afternoon at Grand! „ ____Army hall, when many useful and o Edmund Sansom and sisterMiss
attractive articles will bc offered for i ^?rah thp8 death of theirsale. Supper will bn served at 6.! Mass., caned by the death of them 
with Mrs Emma Hall in charge and “us^' was formPrly Mary
ofHchersC'wnin^^eepta8cenSwitht,OM’Osf Austin whosc home "
?,nX PnetinnH « Rockiand during her younger days,
a sister of the late Mrs. John SansomLaura Flye of Portland as installing officer.
When the members of the Knox 
County Fish and Game Association 
went to the mail yesterday they 
found their notices 4or the annual 
duck dinner, the title now bestowed 
upon the fall meeting held in Ten­
ant’s Harbor. The event will be 
held in the Odd Fellows' hall Thurs­
day night, and due to the large mem­
bership and limited space this meet­
ing will be for members only. No 
guest privileges will be extended.
Supper will be served at 6.30.
Admiral Charles F. Hughes, a na­
tive of Bath, by the way, reached the 
retirement age of 64 Saturday and 
brother officers witnessed his de­
parture from thc service with pro­
found regret. His most recent offices 
were commander-in-chief of the fleet 
and chief of naval operations. His 
decorations include the distinguished 
service medal and commander of thc 
Order of Leopold (Belgium). Ad­
miral Hughes at present resides 
in Maryland. Rockland first 
knew him as recorder of the Naval 
Trial Board in which capacity he 
came here often for three years. His 
last visit to this section was two years 
ago when he was one of the dis­
tinguished guests at the Gen. Knox 
birthday celebration at Thomaston.
Oscar said good-bye to the staff of 
the Baby Grand Golf course at 
Fireproof Garage Saturday, and so 
popular had he become during his 
brief stay there that everybody was 
sorry at the parting. Oscar is the 
20-pound turkey commandeered from 
the State Prison Farm in South War-
* 11"patron of the Baby Grand who us do that painting for you. Gaiia's. 
should make the lowest score prior ' —adv.
to Saturday night. When the records -----------------
were consulted it was found that five ; Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street, 
of the "sharks" were tied for the ! will be open Saturday nights here-
of John street.
BORN
PULLER—Rockland, at Knox Hospital. 
Oct. 16. to Mr. and Mrs .Frank 3. Ful­
ler. a daughter. Alice May.
MORRIS- Roekland. Oct. 29. to Mr. and 
Mrs. Allison Morris of Tenant's Har- 
bor, a son.
If the one who took the milk can 
from the steps of the First Baptist 
Church on Summer street will return 
it to the place it was taken from be­
fore Thursday, no questions will be 
asked.—adv.
Free instruction to the ladies will 
be given Wednesday and Thursday 
afternoons at Fireproof Garage 18- 
hole golf course by James Flanagan, 
assistant pro at the Samoset. No 
extra charge price 1-cent a hole. 
The Fireproof course is always com­
fortable, 70 degrees.—adv.
UNDERWEAR ■
Jersey Bloomers
Brown and sand are the colors 
Sizes 4 to 14
49c
Children's Non-Run Rayon
Bloomers and Vests
These attractive garments come in 
pink and peach
Sizes 6 to 12 
Sizes 14 and 16
23c
39c
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
____ Skinner, parachute ex­
in 1896, in this city, was a welcome 1 pPrt, dropped out of the skies from 
visitor at The Courier-Gazette office\ a height of 1500 feet at the Rockland 
yesterday. Airport Sunday afternoon, and every-
----  bodv marvelled at his graceful land-
The annual fair of Penobscot View ing'in the center of the field. But 
Grange is to be held at Grange hall the jumper did not arise and when 
Friday afternoon and evening. There he remained prostrate on the ground 
will be a baby show ln the afternoon for some minutes it was seen that all 
followed by an entertainment and was not well. A turned ankle proved 
supper, with a dance in the evening. l0 have been the result, and Mr.
Skinner will soon be back in his
Funeral services for the late Free­
man W. Smith were held at Engle­
wood, N. J., the rites being conducted 
by fire Tuscam Lodge, F. & A. M. 
Cremation was on Oct. 20, the ashes 
to be burled in Achorn cemetery in 
the family lot at Rockland.
The Forty Club meeting yesterday 
took the form of an open forum on 
local questions with cement dust and 
the “black bar from Caucomgonoc" 
sharing honors. The club's bowling 
teams are tuning up for the season 
offensive which opens Thursday 
night.
A special feature of the Penobscot 
View Grange fair which takes place 
Friday afternoon will be the baby 
show from 2 to 3. There will be 
Classes, six months and under; six 
months to one year and one year to 
two years. Cash prizes will be pre­
sented.
Original form.
At tne W.C.T.U. meeting at the 
home of Mrs. Ida Simmons Friday, a 
five minute drill on parliamentary 
law Was given by the president, Mrs 
Hope Brewster. The subject for dis­
cussion was "The pledge, what is it; 
why sign it?" Mrs. Clara Emery was 
leader. Miss Alena Young, recently 
returned from Boston, told something 
of thc work the dry forces have been 
doing there in the campaigns pre­
ceding election. Especially that of 
Dr. Conrad, pastor of the Park Street 
Congregational Church, chairman of 
tlie Prohibitiop Loyalty League, 
whose forceful sermons have been, 
heard over the radio during thc sum­
mer months.
The craze for speed is not good 
for the community at large and is 
certainly bad for the individual.— i
At thg Sign Of
iNorth National Bank;
This institution has purchased an addi­
tional set of safe deposit boxes, which 
are now ready for inspection.
North National Bank
Rockland, Maine
MARRIED
DYER-ROBBINS- Rockport. Nov. 2. by 
Rev. F F. Fowles. Philip A. Dyer of 
Rockland and Mrs. Nina M. Robbins of 
Rockport.
DIED
MANN—At Camden. Nov. 3. Oliver 
Thomas Mann, aged 88 years. 2 months. 
23 days. Services at Spruce Head 
chapel* Thursday at 1 o'clock.
MORRIS—Rockland. Oct. 29. infant son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Allison Morris of Ten-. 
ant’s Harbor. ,
ORBETON—Rockland. Nov. 1. Elbridge 
L. Orbeton, aged 84 years. 5 months. 4 
days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o’clock.
GARDNER—Rockland. Nov. 4. Ada S.. 
widow of Charles Gardner. Funeral 
Thursday at 2 o’clock from Free Will 
Baptist Church.
VINAL—Rockland. Nov. 2. Edith M.. I 
wife of Fred C. Vinal. aged 46 years. 7 • 
months. 3 days. Funeral Wednesday at 
2 o’clock.
HALL—Rockland. Nov. 2. George A. Hall' 
of Hope, aged GO years. 11 months, 4 
days. Funeral Wednesday at 1.30 from 
late residence in Hope.
CARD OF FTHANKS
We wish to express our thanks to the 
officials and employees of the Rockland 
& Rockport Lime Co., and to our many 
friends for the beawtlfv.l flowers given 
in our recent bereavement; also for the 
cars which were offered.
Mrs. Robert Burnett. Parker Burnett. 
Mrs. Harold Lewis and faintly. Mrs. Nor­
man Richards and family, Russell Rey­
nolds and family, Fercy Reynolds and 
family. •
Tlie price of paint has dropped. 
Men are out of work. Why not take
honor—Austin Brewer. George Wood. 
“Buck" Parsons, John Gustin and 
Harry Mealey. The result was a 
play-off and when the midnight gong 
sounded tbe gobbler had gone to 
Brewer on a score of 53.
Continuous service of steak? and 
chops and supper specials are now 
featured at. Mrs. Thurlow’s. The 
luncheon idea in connection with tlie 
Ice cream parlors has met with high 
favor. 109-tf
after for tlie special convenience of 
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head­
light adjusting etc. 114-tf
DENTAL NOTICE
DR. J. H. DAMON
Is back in his office for the winter 
and will make appointments each day 
from 10 to 2
130TStf
Even Dollar Day 
Items Reduced!
READ AND PROFIT
UNDERWEAR
A special purchase of underwear 
bought to sell for S1.00 as a NO 
PROFIT SPECIAL.
_________ 69c_________
WOOL HOSIERY
Only a few hundred pairs of All 
Wool' Hose that usually sell for 
$1.00. •
48c
OVERSHOES
AH our odds and ends in Over­
shoes. Some odd sizes but they 
regularly sold for more.
97c
RUBBERS
Every pair worth $1.50. During 
thc day and while they last they 
will go for—
97c
FLANNEL SHIRTS
Spccyil Purchase that shoull
sell for more, but 
them out for—
97c
wc will close
SWEATERS
Onlv a few at this price. So you 
mast come early.
97c
Chesterfield Cigarettes
SATISFY
So will BERMAN’S price satisfy.
10c
421 Main 
Street
SUITS AND 
OVERCOATS
Each and every SUIT and
OVERCOAT in our entire start 
has been drastically reduced tc 
move quickly. We have marked 
a great many down to Below Cost 
Why? Prices were never as low 
as they are today and BERMAN'S 
always noted for selling good 
merchandise below thc market 
price have gone a step further.
SUITS $9.97
OVERCOATS $9.97
CAPS
All our Caps have been reduced 
and a great many marked ta mon 
Dollar Day fcr—
97c
LADIES’ RUBBERS
Just think of buying a pair of La­
dies’ first class Rubbers for—
39c
NECKTIES
Neckties and lots of them, 
will not last long at—
39c
The
Camel Cigarettes
If you would walk a mile for a I 
Camel. Jus. walk a few steps to| 
BERMAN’S and save 5c.
10c
BUT-not Dollar Day 
Prices. We feel prices 
haye hit rock bottom 
and also feel that this 
is the most opportune 
time to SAVE.
During this one day 
sale we are offering 
SAVINGS and VAL­
UES unheard of be­
fore. We have dras­
tically reduced each 
and every piece of 
merchandise in cur 
entire stock so that it 
will move quickly.
COME EARLY—and 
be the JUDGE!
Savings for 
the Thrifty
A Golden 
Opportunity
SHOES
Men's Dress Shoes in the latest 
styles and colors—
$2.77
SHEEPSKIN LINED 
COATS
We 1-ave for a great many years 
been the headquarters for Sheep- 
akin Lined Coats. Tomorrow yoa 
jian buy them for—
$5.95
Men’s Leather Top Shoes reduced 
to—
$1.98
PANTS
All our Pants will be sold at 1-3 t:> 
1-8 off. and a special lot marked ta 
move quickly at—
$2.97
GLOVES
The finest Leather G'ove wc have
ever sold. Lined with warm ma­
terials. Regular $3.25 seller—
$1.97 SIX PIECES SIX PIECES
OUTFIT
A pair of Shoes, one pa r of Pants, 
one pair of Hose, one Shirt, on 
Suit of Underwear, one Cap, ail 
complete; nothing more to buy. 
Tomorrow, only—
$7.95
HATS
All reduced, but a special lot 
marked down to move quickly—
$1,97
Lucky Strikes
•IT'S TOASTED"
So is BERMAN’S Price toasted to 
the tune of 5c.
10c
Gilette Blades
Aon usually pay 53y. PERMAN 
sells them for—
35c
M. BERMAN & SON 42^”
t
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WARNING
when buying Aspirin 
be sure it is genuine 
Bayer Aspirin
1121 )-> [Tonv 9.
jANDERhUX
HER SUMMER IN EUROPE
Mts. Sadie Leach Tells of Some of the Striking Things She 
Saw In Germany
I Eighth Installment]
We arrived in Berlin on July 25, (Mulcting them in the principals of
Know what you are taking to relieve that pain, cold, 
headache, sore throat. Aspirin is not only effective, it is 
always safe.
The tablet stamped with the Bayer cross is reliable/ 
always the same—brings prompt relief safely—does not 
depress the heart.
Don’t take chances; get the genuine product identified 
by the name BAYER on the package and the word 
GENUINE printed in red.
Rio Grande Valley, Texas , tell you more about him when we get 
Prohibition on the Mexican border 1 better acquainted, 
a duplicate of prohibition on the Ca- va^^^Se-'T^’of’ Tex^is a" fla?
as a pancake. When the land be-nadian border.
From the border cities on the 
American side of the Rio Grande 
river, privately-owned toll bridges 
cross to cities located on the Mexi­
can side of the river. The river is 
not a third as wide as the Kennebec
comes more thickly settled they will 
have to dig large drainage canals. 
It rains hard when it does rain. The 
water drops so fast and in such quan­
tities that in a few minutes the 
ground is covered. There is nothing 
to do but wait until it soaks into the
encountering there our first rain. 
And how it did rain—a drenching 
downpour. However, our spirits were 
not dampened. While we were at 
dinner, the first piece the orchestra 
played was the 'Star Spangled Ban­
ner." Needless to say, we were very 
proud to stand. Sousa’s Marches
German culture.
The morning of our first dav in
Berlin was given to the National 
Gallery, devoted largely to the Ger­
man art of the 19th century. The 
Kaiser Frederick Museum ian art 
gallery also) is a rich treasury of pic­
tures. As we had visited the Louvre
at Bath normally, and at times is so ground, for it doesn't run anywhere 
shallow you can almost wade across, on a level surface.
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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HORIZONTAL 
1-T ransported 
5-Pronoun 
8-Mature "
14- Prefix. Oily
15- Container
16-Remedy for bruises SO-Fatal
• HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
54- Commotion
55- Bachelor of Civil
Law (abbr.) 
E6-Pronoun 
57-Light blow
17-Meat-chopping 
machines
19- Roofer
20- Period of tims
21- lndividual
22- Tint
23- Mining tool
24- Awkward fellow
26- Pointed hill (Eng.)
27- Coops
28- Ente rtained 
30-Lubrlcant
32- Den
33- Vegetable
34- To drink habitually
38- Suffix. Full of
39- Pattern
41- Narrow beam of
light
42- Annoy
44- Cushion
45- Surrender
46- More willingly
48- Boxed
49- Resembling a cake
52- Fine (Irish)
53- Tender
62—A treasurer
64- Approbation
65- Corrode
66- Roman tyrant 
;67-Faculties of
perception
VERTICAL (Cont.)
22- Carden tool
23- Over (contr.)
22- Cne who catches
animals
'27-Ginger
23- Fall loosely 
-2-Cor.ifort
30- Jewcl
31- Title 
S3-Atoms 
35-One who saves
32- Burden
' t
68-Medical men (abbr.)'37-Scrutinized
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
C9-lncrease
VERTICAL
| 1-lta!ian city
2- Winged
3- Forfeits
4- Clothe
5- Aroma
6- Rodent
7- Ensign (abbr.)
8- Soaked
9- Canal across
N. Y. State
10- Girl’s name
11- Slight burn
12- Large body of
water
13- Spikenards 
J 18-Noisy
33-Big wave 
40-Etruscan household
god
42-Attempt
45-Vehicle
47-Short foy Harold 
|48-Heart 
49-Encampments 
30-Love greatly 
51-Mohammedan
sacred scripture 
53-Religlous
organizations
55- Foundation
56- Give heed to
58- Combining form
59- 3ow of a boat
61- lt is (contr.)
62- Extreme radical
63- Part aipal ending
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Carry Your Medicine 
In Your Handbag
35 70 
riotsca /• A* tablets
Our Vegetable Compound is 
also sold in chocolate coated tab­
lets, just as effective as the liquid 
form.
Endorsed by half a million women, 
this medicine is particularly valuable 
during the three trying periods of ma. 
lurity, maternity and middle age.
98 vul of 100 report benefit
Ltfdia£.Pinkham*s
Vegetable Compound
«ECQ LTNt KACS
WALDOBORO
Mi1. Emma Hardy and Henry 
Har i of Everett, Mass, have been 
guests of Mrs. Jennie Linscott.
Mi" Alexander Stewart enter- 
• niiei the Homemakers Society 
KI id v evening at the Methodist
pur.ona'-X■ rela Blaney was 1 stess at} 
ili F; day evening meetin of the , 
Auct on Club. Two tables re in 1 
pb, and the guests were atin-d ini 
appropriate Halloween costume 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jesserman • 
nd Mrs. Lizzie Smith iiave closed j 
m n home here and will pass the 
winter in St. Petersburg, Fla.
but in flood seasons it widens to miles 
in breadth because of the flat coun- 
itry'These toll bridges do a very big 
business. And so do the Mexican 
cities or towns at the other ehd of the 
bridges. Before prohibition they 
were slow, slumbering villages, but 
’ just now they are very lively commu- 
I nities.
To cross the bridge a motor car is 
taxed 50c toll, and 10c a passenger, 
and comint back a car is 25c and 
10c a passenger. Why this should be 
scheduled in this way, no one seems 
to know. The saloons on the other 
side are owned by American politi­
cians and run by Mexicans. The rea­
son for this is that there is a law- 
in Mexico that 90 percent of all em­
ployees in any business shall be Mex­
icans. That means nine men out of 
ten at work must be Mexicans—and 
if a saloon needs only four or five 
men, it means they must all be Mex­
icans. However, it is American 
money and the American boss is 
around somewhere. •
" One American dollar is worth $2 
Mex.—two Mexican dollars, or two 
"pesos? Pronounced “pay sews." So.
• f you go over with a $10 bill, you 
, have $20 at the other side.
These are the only places in Amer- 
where a man can spend twice the 
m. • he earns each week, and still 
seen.
<$><?>■$>«-
P’.ict over there for liquor and 
beer ne not as moderate as they 
sh . e, nor the stuff as good. That 
i is i ndoubtedly to the fact that
the I less is in the hands of Amer­
ican .’icians. A bottle of bad
Mexica :t -died beer is 35c. A drink
of mesc which is Mexican cactus 
whisky, i '.Oc, and it sure is loaded 
with poison, ailed with dynamite. 
Supposedly good whisky is 50c a 
drink. But they say it isn't so good. 
They have all sorts of wine and cor­
dials at high prices.
Havana, in Cuba, just as near New 
York, with real drinks, has the whole 
Mexican border skinned a thousand 
ways, if a tourist is set on evading 
the prohibition laws.
For the benefit of the Baptist 
League and my prohibition friends in 
Rockland I might mention that I 
have not been across the border and 
that I do not drink anything in the 
United States. I'm afraid.
It seems that whenever a conven­
tion comes to any of these Valley 
towns. _ the Chamber of Commerce 
and the committees grab the dele­
gates and start to Mexico across the 
bridge, and there they have their 
banquets and their meetings, and the 
hotel men on this side of the river 
do not get any of the business be­
cause of the prohibition law.
Only last week there was a bankers 
convention and all the bankers in the 
Valley entertained bankers from 
states north of Texas—but they ran 
them all across the bridge for the 
entertainment and food. They serve 
game over there. "A bird and a bot- 
J tie? And they say it's good. There is 
plenty of wild game in Mexico.
Well, the local church organiza 
tions have been protesting, the local 
hotel men have been protesting, the 
, local merchants have been protesting,
| but the committees in charge of con- 
i ventions have kept right on carting 
the delegates over the border where 
those who wished could load up on 
bad booze.
<$><$><$><§>
“Gooda news, gooda news!”
That is the cry at break of day of a 
little Mexican newsboy, about 10 
years old; a straw hat, a thin cotton 
shirt, a pair of thin cotton trousers; 
barefooted, riding a bycycle of an­
cient vintage. He Is speeding up and 
down the pavement in the business 
section, selling the morning papers 
at break of day, before the sun is 
above the horizon. He is the only 
newsboy in this city of 9000 to grasp
All drinking water is pumped from 
the Rio Grande river, six miles away 
from the government concrete high­
way, along which the towns are lo­
cated. Each town has to build its1 
own septic tank to take care of its 
sewage. Flat country has its disad­
vantages. although the land here is 
so fertile that most of the disadvan- ; 
tages are overlooked
Every week the railroads bring in 
from 200 to 400 homeseekers, most of 
whom buy small parcels of land, and 
start in the vegetable or fruit grow­
ing business. The railroads seek 
workers. They want men who will 
invest in land here and then stay and 
work it, and not go away and wait 
for the price to go up. To such 
workers great inducements are of­
fered. Every new worker on the land 
means more business for the rail­
roads. because they will ship the stuff 
that is grown. They will send your 
family here for one fare plus $2 for 
the round trip, so that you can take 
a good look at the situation, and get 
back home for $2 of you don't like 
it. But most of them like it; they 
are surprised at the fertility of the 
land; they see orange groves bring­
ing in $1000 and $2000 an acre—and 
a man with a 10-acre grove or two, 
at that rate, makes a lot of money.
Mexican labor is cheap; $1.50 a day 
—which is $3 Mexican money. It is 
hard to get any white help to work 
out in the sun in the heat—it is hard 
for a white man to stand it—and so 
Mexican labor is a godsend to these 
growers in the Valley. Each city has 
its own Mexican section. They have 
one comer all to themselves and 
there they have their own stores, res­
taurants, theatres, and homes. White 
people keep away, and the Mexicans 
keep away from the white section 
after sunset and the day's work is 
done.
fall to the early bird, and this chap 
surely does catch the worm. He fairly 
flies around the streets, and spotting 
a prospective customer in the dis­
tance, in the weak light of d^wn, he 
bears down on him at full speed, cry­
ing “Gooda news, gooda news!” And 
he surely does business—does all the 
business there is done among the
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Lash have re- . early risers. You have to admire that 
turned from Philadelphia and Wash- ' kid. He may be president of Mexico 
ington, D. C. I some day. Such ambition is unusual
Mi . Dora Howard Yorke and Miss , here in the sub-tropics, where we 
Grace A. Yorke were guests of friends sleep (?) on the outside of the bed 
i Washington last week. and with no covers—the thermome-
Mrs. Thomas Ashworth anti Miss J ; ’ funning arout\^ in 80 s- 
Margaret Ashworth have returned to j " is not tbe wo™
Johnsbury, Vt.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs have been 
mg a few days in Port and.
'•Irs. Carrie Miller enteri .ined the 
Susannah Wesley Society Monday.
Anne Ashworth was he-less at t 
delightful party of young guests 
Monday on the occasion of her 
eighth birthday. Dainty refresh­
ments were served and games were 
enjoyed during the afternoon. Those 
present were Arthur Hatch, Jr., Eve­
lyn Davis, Helen Boggs, Edith Perry, 
Dorothy Crowell. Dewey and Nellie 
Moody. Harlan McLean, Austin and 
Elmer Achorn, George, Sarah and 
Charles Ashworth.
Sleep- 
It is too hot to 
You just doze, and then turn 
| c All windows open, but not a
lb-“. of air. And so. when it is
■ t. . get up you miss the snap you 
1 fee: ii
mg­
Jud Tunkins says he feels like a 
gambler when he pays his taxes—al­
ways hopin' he’s goin’ to win some­
thing in the way of improvements. 
The only trouble is that he has to 
keep on playing the game whether he 
likes it or not.—Washington Star.
figured prominently on the program and expected to visit the art galleries 
that night, too, Dr. Campbel! being of Italy, we gave our attention first 
a familiar figure in many of the Eu- \ to the German, Flemish, and Dutch 
ropean hotels, and musical composi- Schools.
tions dear to the hearts of Americans , In the evening we went to the Cafe 
being played in compliment to his of Nations, called the Hans Vater- 
presencce. j 'and. Tiie entrance fee is one mark
The first mention of Berlin in* about 25c.) and you can wander nt 
existing records is in 1230. which was , will from "country to country." 
shortly after a band of Teutonic ; Now you are in the Tyrol, viewing 
Knights, one of the three great mili- magnificent mountains (wall scen- 
tant and religious orders which ery) and snow scenery, waited on by 
sprang from the Crusades, went to (persons in extremely picturesque cos- 
Prussia to subdue the heathen Slavs tumes of Tyrol, listening to Tyrolean 
who lived there. The area of Berlin ; singers, watching Tyrolean dances 
is some 340 square miles, the most and eating Tyrolean dishes Next 
extensive citv in the world and the you may go to Bavaria, or you may 
most populous in Europe. ' have a fancy to go up the Rhine and
Tourists are particularly interest- I 'it at the Rhineland cafe watching j 
ed in the Thiergarten, the beautiful the boats go up and down the river: 
park which is situated about two the boats move and one waits for the 
miles from the Branderburger Tor threatening thunder storm to break 
lor Gate) to Charlottenburg. The jin all its fury. Or- you may be on 
Avenue of Victory in the Thiergarten Orinztng looking down upon Vienna, 
is lined on both sides bv life size or b" in Constantinople sipping 
statues of royalty-of white marble. Turkish coffee in a setting complete- 
22 in all, being very effective against 'V Ottoman, or be in a Spanish 
the background of green trees and ^°dega or at the wild west bar wnicn 
shrubbery. At the end of the Avenue i? supposed to be America. All this is 
is the marble column surmounted bv carried out in various rooms bv 
a statue of Victory. In the park on effective wall scenery and settings, 
the border of an artificial lake is Refreshments and lunches may be 
the Mozart-Havdn-Beethoven mnnu- procured in the rooms, reflecting t 
ment. The well known street, Unter country represented. Frankly w 
den Linden, is nearly a mile in length, were disappointed and well-nign .- 
At the eastern end of it is Rauch's , gusted with the reprejentati 
equestrian statue of Frederick the 1 America, for not °nly was tne 
Great, erected in 1851. Between west setting wn»°te but .
Charlotten Strasse and University heard jazz, almost the only Place n 
Strasse is the Prussion State Library Europe where we did hear • 
founded by the Great Elector ln 1661. lower Poor is a laree dini ■ <
and housed ln a new building built picture theatre, and also, a ba 
just as the war bagun at a cost of where at 11 p. m. there l.
25.000.000 marks. The library con- each night. The r0°"\s ^e
tains nearly two million books and the various nations and c 
more than 60,000 manuscripts on the second floor, with 
Among the manuscriDts of general stairway leading to them, 
interest are Melancthon's “Account We visited the Kaisers 
of the Diet of Worms.” Agricola's to have 700 rooms tne palace he lei 
"Letter from Eisleben" telling of the i to go into exile in Holland. It is now 
J»ath of Luther, and the original of an industrial museum, containing
stop
worrying 
about winter
mt. WALDO GRANITE
Half a Million Cubic Feet To
Be Used In the Hudson
River Job
Mt. Waldo granite from the quar­
ries of Grenci & Ellis at Frankfort, 
has been approved by the authorities 
for the Riverside Drive Approach to 
the bridge ’spanning the Hudson 
River at New- York City. This huge 
structure, one of the major engineer­
ing feats of our present age, will link 
New Jersey with the upper reaches 
of the largest city of the world and 
represents a granite project of over 
a half million cubic feet. It is be­
ing built under the supervision of 
the Port of New York Authority and 
the present state of erection shows 
good progress with towers of steel on 
each side of the river connected by 
their skeins of cable of which the last 
strand was recently completed.
The next step in the work calls for 
building the approaches on the New 
York side for which Mt. Waldo 
granite has been ordered. The quar­
ries at Mt. Waldo were bought in the 
early part of the year by Grenci * 
Ellis, Inc., New York City granite 
contractors whose major accomplish­
ments in granite include such struc­
tures as the Cathedral of St. John 
the Divine and the New York State 
office building. Since taking title to 
the property, the firm has been 
steadily engaged In developing the 
quarries and they are now in readi­
ness for large-scale production. 
Coming at this opportune time, the 
Hudson River bridge job will furnish 
a splendid medium for re-introduc­
ing Mt. Waldo granite into that mar­
ket where 20 years ago it held so 
large a position. A beautiful stone 
containing every natural element de­
sired in building construction, Mt. 
Waldo has the further advantage of 
being available in large quantities 
and so situated as to make possible 
its quick transportation to any mar­
ket by either rail or water.
Tlie work at the bridge is to be car­
ried along with all possible dispatch 
necessitating the granite production 
at the Mt. Waldo quarries being 
undertaken upon a basis that will 
afford quick delivery of the finished 
stone at the New York site. This 
means that the quarry will become 
the scene of busy activity within a 
very short time while with many men 
employed in producing the sparkling 
granite from its natural beds. It is 
expected that in all cases where it is 
possible the men to do this work will 
be recruited locally.
marvelous displays of royal porce­
lains, pictures, silver, sculpture—an 
endless procession of gorgeous glit­
tering rooms. The beautiful marble 
staircase is one of the sights. We 
also visited the National Art Gallery 
formerly the residence of Crown
______  _  _____  ___ _______ Prince Frederick, the house where
in 1810. It is attended bv some 29/100 ' Frederick the Grept lived when he 
students. On the first floor of the was crown prince, and where the old 
new east wing of this University is Emperor Frederick the First was 
the German Institute for foreigners born, and where the last Crown 
opened in 1922, for teaching foreign- Prince lived until 1918.
ers the German language and in- We were in Berlin about four days.
“Deutschland Uber Alles” and 
"Watch on the Rhine.” In the same 
building is the American Institute 
founded in 1911 to promote in Ger­
many the knowledge of America. On 
the other side of University Stras'e 
from the Library is the University 
founded by Wilhelm von Humboldt
VINALHAVEN
Sunday morning at 2 o'clock, fire 
was discovered in the store on Main 
street occupied by Maurice Freed- 
1 man. dealer in confectionery, fruits 
| ice cream and lunches. The flre de­
partment responded promptly to the 
alarm and fortunately hydrant serv­
ice proved most effectual in confining 
the fire, which was well underway. 
The building is owned by Wilbur F.
| Coombs. There being no wind, at 
that hour, it has been called a lucky 
fire, as the entire business section of 
Main street was threatened. There 
tfas partial insurance on the build­
ing and also on the stock The in­
terior on the first floor was ruined by 
flames and the structure greatly 
damaged by fire and water.
George Hyland of Rockland ar­
rived Saturday and is the guest of 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Nichols.
Rev. A. I. Oliver of Auburn 
preached at Union Church Sunday at 
both services. There was special 
music by the choir.
E. A. Smalley left Monday for 
Stonington and Swan’s Island.
Miss Alta Hildings and Mrs. Mau­
rice Darres of Calderwood's Neck 
were guests Thursday of Mr. and 
Mrs. M. A. Bickford.
De Valois Commandery, K. T., will 
be inspected Nov. 19 by Grand Gen­
eralissimo Isaac Jones of Calais.
Mrs. Frank Winslow entertained 
the Washington Club at her home 
Saturday night.
Emery and David Wooster of North 
Haven spent the weekend with their 
grandmother Mrs. Albert Wooster.
Mrs. Ethelyn Trefrey is spending 
a few weeks in Boston.
The Rainbow Club was entertained 
Friday evening by Mrs. Joseph Head- 
ley at her home. Lunch was served. 
There were Halloween favors and 
decoratiops.
Capt. George LaWry returned Sat­
urday from New York.
Mrs. Mary L. Arey and daughter 
Mrs. Mary Tolman returned Friday 
from a week's visit with relatives in 
Brewer. They also visited Waller 
Tolman in Bangor. Mr. Tolman’s 
mother Mrs. Lelia Tolman and 
grandsons Harvey and Everett visit­
ed him Thursday. They returned 
home Friday.
At a meeting Sunday afternoon in 
the vestry of Union Church it was 
voted to organize an order of Girl 
Scouts.
Watch for the opening of Ye Olde 
Mille Miniature golf course.
Miss Mary Nielson entertained the 
members of her Sunday school class 
at her home Thursday evening at a 
Halloween party. UTiose present
Barbara Roberts, Carolyn Dyer. 
Corinne Greenleaf, Edith Roberts, 
Virginia White, Rosa Mathieson. Lois 
Webster. Nita Eisner. Dorothy- 
Young. Norma Phillips. There were 
games and stunts, fortune telling and 
a peanut hunt. First prize went to 
Lois Webster for bobbing for apples. 
Pinning on the cat's tail, first to Lois 
Webster, second to Corinne Green­
leaf. third. Rosa Mathieson. Lunch 
was served and the decoration was in 
keeping with Halloween.
The Legion Halloween dance at 
Redmen's hall Saturday night was 
well attended. Halloween decora'g’ 
well attended. There were Halloween 
decorations and Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer 
was fortune teller.
Mrs. Rebecca Arey and Mrs. Jennie 
Ewell visited Rockland Friday.
The following party spent Sunday 
at See-All cottage; Mr. and Mrs. E. 
G. Carver, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Car­
ver. Mrs. L. R. Smith. Mr. and Mrs. 
Fred K. Coombs, Mr. and Mrs. O. C. 
Lane.
The attendance was large at the 
Halloween party held Friday night 
at Union Church vestry, which was 
artistically decorated with the usual 
black cats, witches, and pumpkins. 
The program included a ghost walk, 
fortune telling, ghost stories. The 
boys and girls also enjoyed garffes; 
refreshments were served.
Burton Hall has sold his property 
at Lane's Island Creek to Pearl Cal­
derwood and will move his family to 
Hope Corner where he has purchased 
a farm.
There will be inspection by D.D.P. 
Eliza Plummer of Rockland of Lafay­
ette Carver Corps, Tuesday evening. 
Supper will be served.
Sylvia Murch, daughter of Dallas 
Murch and Francis Anthony son of 
Mrs. Ada Anthony were united in 
marriage Oct. 16 by Rev . Floyde 
Young at his home on Granite 
Island. The young couple will spend 
the wint?r at Calderwood’s Neck 
Where Mr. Anthony has employment 
on the Saltonstall estate.
Watch for the opening date of Ye 
I Olde Mille Miniature Golf Course at 
Vinalhaven. 131-tf
Love may laugh at locksmiths, but 
a recent experience convinces us a 
. ,, man isn't inclined to view’ them witha crisper climate, and all the jevitv When he suddenly discovers he 
is in this town, except this | has ']eft hls desk kpys at home.—
tie kid, are apparently still
sne
B. ng my bad habits with me 
from M. 'ne, I find I want to be up 
and ou. t break of day, for a walk of 
a mile or to get a breath of fresh 
air befoi breakfast. That is how 
I happen to run into my little Mexi- . 
can friend every morning, and we are | 
getting quite chummy. No matter, 
what route I take, the little chap; 
finds me, and when he sees me in the' 
distance he lets go a “yoo-hoo" and 
steps on the gas, for he considers me! 
a sure cash customer. He has now 
added to his “Gooda news" two more 
words in English when he greets me, 
“Fina day.” It may be cloudy, but 
that makes no difference. I hope to
Philadelphia Inquirer.
POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL­
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call 
or write Charles Shane, care of 
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel. 
Warren 3*3 and trucks will call at 
your door. References: Any poul­
try raiser.
CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf
Relief From Curse
of Constipation
A Battle Creek physician says, 
■'Constipation is responsible for mu '« 
misery than any other cause.”
But immediate relief has been 
found. A tablet called Rexall Order­
lies has been discovered. This tablet 
attracts water from the system Into 
the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called 
the colon. The water loosens the dry 
food waste and causes a gentle, 
thorough, natural movement without 
forming a habit or ever Increasing the 
dose.
Stop suffering from constipation. 
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night. 
Next day bright. Get 24 for ? c to­
day at the nearest Rexall Drug -'tc-e. 
Charles W. Sheldon.
SWAN’S ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Newman of 
Massachusetts have been guests ol 
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Newman the past 
week.
Mrs. Lilia Moulden spent a few 
days in Stonington and Bangor last 
week.
A number of Odd Fellows from this 
place went to Stonington Saturdav 
night to attend the installation. 
They made the trip in a large motor 
boat owned by George Tainter of 
Brooklin.
Hester Freethy and Rilla Jellison 
entertained at bridge in Redmen’s 
hall Thursday evening. The hall 
was attractively decorated in Hal: 
loween colors and emblems. The 
first prizes went to Luella Holmes 
and Herbert Baum; second prizes, 
Myra Bridges and Jud Smith; con­
solation prizes, Malon Holmes and 
Mabel Stanley. Several other small 
prizes were given. Sandwiches, 
cookies, tea, coffee, candy and nuts 
were served. The guests included 
Mabel Stanley, Grace Stanley, Myra 
Bridges, Sopha Stockbridge , Nina 
Sprague, Carl Sprague, James 
Rita Sprague, Margaret 
Edw. Sprague, Georgie 
Smith. Herbert Baum. Malon Holmes, 
Luella Holmes, Basil Joyce, Jud 
Smith. Harry Smith. Alonzo Sprague, 
Merton Bickmore, Ralph Grant, Wil­
liam Freethy.
Sprague,
Sprague.
The
Indian*
detours*
Grand
Canyon
Line
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California
and
Southern
Arizona
offer you and your family warm days 
in the desert and a sunny seashore.
• • • •
Golf and horseback riding keep 
the pounds do wn and the pep up.
• • • •
A Santa Fe ticket to California will 
take you through Phoenix on Santa 
Fe rails "all the way" from Chicago. 
You leave on the Santa Fe and arrive 
on the Santa Fe.
The famous Fred Harvey dining serv­
ice is another exclusive feature.
Moke Pullman reservations early.
S. CARLSON. Dist. Pass. Agent 
SANTA FE BY.
212 Old South Bldg., BOSTON, MASS.
Phenes: Liberty 7944 and 7945
SARGON IN ROUMANIA
President of Great Canadian 
Firm Sends Remedy To 
Distant Friends
“After taking five bottles of Sar­
gon and two bottles of the Soft Mass 
Pills I want to say that in all my 
70 years I’ve never seen anything to 
equal this remarkable treatment," re­
cently said Jacob Gherman, Pres, of 
the Western Hardware Co., Ltd., 
Winnipeg, Canada, who moved to 
Winnipeg from Roumania 30 years 
ago and who has acquired extensive 
real estate holdings in that city.
“In fact. Sargon has been of such 
great help to me that I am sending 
a full treatment to two friends of 
mine back in my old home country. 
I wrote them what a wonderful 
medicine it is and how it restored my 
health after all other medicines and 
treatments failed.
“I suffered tortune with indigestion 
after meals and only those who have 
had this terrible affliction know what 
a blessed relief it means to get rid of 
it. I also suffered from chronic con­
stipation almost as far back as I can 
remember. .
“After the first few doses of Sargon 
my stomach seemed to right itself, my 
nerves grew stronger and I began to' 
sleep well and no-v I am in better 
health generally than I've been in 35 
years.
"I used to take a physic almost 
every day of my life, but since tak­
ing Sargon Pins my bowels are as 
regular as clockwork. Tlieir easy 
natural action makes thpm especially 
suited to elderly people like myself. 
I only hope my statement will help 
other sufferers."
This is only one of the thousands 
of cases where grateful men and 
women have received such wonderful 
benefits from Sargon that they have 
sent it to their relatives and friends 
in distance lands. •
Sargon may be obtained in Rock­
land from The Corner Drug Store 
Inc; in Warren from George H. 
Gardiner; and in Waldoboro from II. 
L. Bossa.—adv. 132-lt
ST. GEORGE
Alfred Hocking returned Saturday 
from a business trip to New York.
Mrs. Emma Gilchrest spent Wed­
nesday in Damariscotta the guest of 
Mrs. Gibson.
Mrs. Lilia Hocking is in Rockland 
for a few days.
Mrs. Geneva Hall is having her 
buildings painted.
Joseph Robinson left Sunday for 
hunting in the big woods.
Mrs. Emma Gilchrest entertained 
her Sunday School class at a Hal­
loween party Monday evening at her 
home.
Mrs. Lillian 3rown is visiting 
friends at Port Clyde.
Mrs. Marion Barnes entertained 
the members of her Sunday School 
class and their parents at the church 
Tuesday afternoon.
Backache 
Leg Fains
Tf Getting: Un Nigrhts, Backache, 
frequent dav call3, Lee: Pains, Nerv­
ousness, or Burning, du .• to function­
al Bladder Irritat-on, in acid condi­
tions, m ikes you feel tired, depressed 
nnd discouraged, try i he Cystex Test. 
Works fast, starts circulating- thru 
the system in 15 minutes. Praised by 
thousands for rapid and positive ac­
tion. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pro­
nounced Siss-tex) today, under tho 
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly 
allay these conditions, improve lest- 
ful sleep nnd energy, ur money buclfe 
Only 60c at
C. II. Moor &, Co., Rockland i
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND 
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT 
(In effect Oct. 1. 1930) 
Vinalhaven Line
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex­
cept Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving ln 
Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Returning leaves 
Rockland nt 2.30 P. M. direct for Vinal­
haven. arriving at 3.45 P. M.
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally ex­
cept Sunday at 6 A. M.. arriving at Ston­
ington at 6.55 A. M.. North Haven at 7.50 
A. M , due to arrive at Rockland about 
9 o'clock Returning leaves Rockland at 
1.30 P. M., North Haven at 2.35 F. M. 
Stonington at 3.40 P. M.. due to arrive at 
Swan’s Island about 5 o’clock.
IS. H. STINSON. General Agent
grave.
Memorials
We believe “a satisfied cus­
tomer is the best advertise­
ment,” and on that principle, 
our business is increasing.
We shall be very glad to ad­
vise you on the selection of a 
suitable Memorial for your 
Cemetery plot.
Wm. E. Dornan & Son 
Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.
117T-tf
Gilchrest
Monumental Works 
Main Straat 
Thomaiton, Mains 
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS 
Telephona Connection
BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has 
faithfully served the families 
of Knox County 
LADY ATTENDANT 
Tel, Day 450; 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE
BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND 
Osteopathic Physician 
Telephone 136
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Dentist
302 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME. 
Telephone 915-M
88tf
DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
Y.I.nhen.. 17Q4; A..ldene. MS-M
WHEN IN BOSTON  ^You can buy 
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the 
home news, at the Old South News 
Azency. Washington St., next Old South 
Church: also at M. Andelmans. 284 Tre- 
mbnt St.
Every-Other-Day Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 4, 1930 Page Fives
Help Your 
Kidneys
Deal Promptly With Kidney 
Irregularities.
When bladder irritations, 
getting up at night and con, 
stant backache keep you miser­
able, don't take chancesl Help 
your kidneys at the first sign 
of disorder. Use Doan’s Pi' 
Successful for more than SO 
years. Endorsed by hundreds 
of thousands of grateful users. 
1 Sold by dealers everywhere.
Doanjs 
Ills
Never Again!
Probably never again will the peo­
ple of this community be able to 
hear and see such a splendid 
group of Artists as will be here 
Wednesday. The
U. S. Army 
Band
45 ARTISTS
STRAND THEATRE
Afternoon Concert 2 
Children’s Concert 4 
Evening Concert 8
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5
WARREN
An automobile belonging to Percy 
Moore and driven by Mrs. Percy 
Moore Friday morning overturned on 
the small bridge a short distance 
from their home. Their three chil­
dren and Mrs. George Wylie were in 
the car but no one was seriously in­
jured. The car, a Ford sedan was 
badly damaged.
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley spent 
the weekend at Cushing with Mr. 
and Mrs. Herman Kelleran.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Andrews ac­
companied by Mr. and Mrs. George 
Teague were Saturday guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. Roland Wade, Osmden.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson and 
family spent Sunday with Mr. and j 
Mrs. Carleton Porter at Rockport.
The Cuckoo Club enjoyed the hos­
pitality of Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Sim­
mons at their farm at Head-of-the- 
Tide over the weekend. A jack-o’- 
lantem greeted them from the win­
dow and the guests were ushered in
by candle light. Halloween decora- i 
tions lent gay coloring to the in- I 
terior. Saturday evening was pleas- i 
antly spent, honors in c^rds going to; 
Mrs. Arthur Starrett, Mrs. William ! 
Partridge. Refreshments were served.
The Past Matrons 'and Patrons As- '
Pay a Visit to Rockland’s Model Kitchen
The charming domain of Mrs. Florence Foreman Ellis, Home Service Representative of the Eastern Division
Above is pictured Rockland’s model |
kitchen located on the second floor I dows are yellow flower pots with red 
sociation gave a supper and enter- of the Central Malne Power Com J geraniums. On the work table is an
i*.------* ..-----■- ---- ■- i oilcloth also of red, yellow and green
panys Main street building, next to pattern. There is a Chinese red lad-Friday evening. About 100 were pres­
ent. The Warren mak quartet Mrs. 
Sherboume Kallock and Miss Hilda 
Aspey furnished music for the en­
tertainment.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller and son 
were guests of Mrs. Amy Fuller over 
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs Henry Teague of Ma­
chias were guests Sunday of Mr. and 
Mrs. E. C. Teague.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Spear and son 
Ivan were down from Portland to 
pass the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Simmons, Mr. 
| and Mrs. Lawrence Dolham and Mrs. 
Hattie Clifford the latter of Coop-
the Chamber of Commerce office. ; der back chair placed by a window 
It is maintained by the power com- Lights have been placed over prac- 
pany in the interest of Home Serv- . tical'y a11 the larger appliances and 
, .,,, .. ,. , . . .. a large center ceiling light floods theice and fills a distinct need m the . room when artifificial light ,s neces. 
community Mrs. Florence Foreman sary. in the modern woman's work- 
Ellis whose articles regularly appear Shop, light is one of the greatest 
in this paper, is the executive in joys to the housewife and no small 
charge and is eminently fitted for part of easing up kitchen work "comes 
the responsibility. in having plenty of it.
The kitchen is the fourth estab- in a personal message to the 
lished ln Maine, the other three be- 1 housewives of tlie who.V territory
ing at Augusta, Lewiston and Water­
ville. It is interesting to note that 
the fine appointments of the local 
kitchen led to its selection for photo-
er’s Mills, motored Sundqy to Mt. graphing by the company publica- string is always out,
Vernon where they were guests of 
j Mrs. Simmons' brother.
Miss Helen Robinson has been vis- 
j iting friends in Harrington.
Mrs. Lizzie Spear and daughter 
1 Adelia of North Haven are spending 
' the week with Mr. and Mrs. Mans­
field Robinson.
The Farm Bureau meeting will 
take place at the Montgomery rooms 
Thursday. It is planned to take up 
suggestions for Christmas. Members 
are requested to take their lunch.
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Hilt were din­
ner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. 
Herman Kelleran Cushing.
Rev. H. I. Holt and family arrived 
Saturday to settle in their winter 
home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Maurice 
Wyllie and Alfred Wyllie motored to 
Augusta Saturday.
Nov. 10th to the 15th has been set I 
aside as Education week in the
BABY
t •<
HAS COLIC
Ml
1:
CILIC comes suddenly. Your first intimation that something is wrong may be a warning cry in the night. If you have a bottle of Castoria 
handy you needn’t worry, for a little of this pure 
vegetable remedy will soon have baby his happy 
self again; let him go back to sleep.
Castoria is always the sensible thing to give 
an ailing child. When a child is restless, fretful, 
with coated tongue, bad breath and lack of 
appetite, it is a mother’s standby. Most mothers 
^ive Castoria an important place in their homes. 
Ready for sour stomach, constipation, or upset. 
When buying Fletcher’s Castoria always look 
for Chas. H. Fletcher’s signature on the wrapper. 
This identifies the genuine product.
TWENTIETH TIME
A. H. Newbert Again Elected
President of Past Matrons 
and Patrons
The 19th annual meeting of that 
wide-awake organization thc Past 
Matrons’ and Patrons’ Association 
was held with Ivy Chapter at War- 1 
ren Friday.
A delicious banquet was served at ' 
6.30 before the meeting to which 
about 125 hungry members and 
guests did ample justice and were en­
thusiastic ln its praise.
The business meeting was held at 
8 p. m. President Albert H. Newbert 
presiding. Reports showed a mem­
bership of over 200 in the 11th O.E.S. 
District, and a substantial balance j 
ln the treasury. Election of officers 
was held with this result.
PresidenV-Albert H. Newbert of 
Rockland. Unanimously elected for 
the 20th consecutive term.
Vice president—Edna Hilt of
Thomaston.
Secretary—Edith A. Lenfest, J
Thomaston.
Treasurer—Carrie R. Smith, War- ! 
ren.
It was voted to hold the annual 
meeting in 1931 with Grace Chapter 
at Thomaston.
A memorial service was held for 
two members who have died Suring 
the past year—Benjamin K. Ware of 
Washington and George A. Babb of 
Camden.
A fine program of entertainment 
was furnished by the entertaining 
chapter, consisting of selections by 
a male quartet, solos and readings by 
the sisters.
A vote of appreciation was given to 
Ivy Chapter for the fine banquet and 
entertainment furnished.
Don ’t Go to Extremes 
To End Constipation
GAME PRESERVES
Biggest Step Toward Bring­
ing Wild Life Back To 
Normal, Stobie Says
Maine has approximately 439,000 
acres of territory devoted to game 
preserves and wild life sanctuaries, it 
is estimated by George J. Stobie, 
commissioner of .inland fisheries and 
game. They are scattered about the 
State, on the coast, on islands and 
along rivers, In private and semi­
public parks and in the big woods, so 
that they have become an important 
item in the business of the fish and 
game department. They vary great­
ly in size from a few acres to tracts 
containing several townships.
“Conservationists agree that the 
game preserve is the biggest step that 
can be taken in bringing wild life 
back to normal," said Commissioner 
Stobie, “and so It Is proving ln Maine.
I have in mind one of our preserves 
that was established about four years 
ago. At that time it was practically 
impossible to find a deer ln it. The 
region Is only an easy day’s drive 
from thecentral part of the State 
and the game had been destroyed. 
Now. however, tt is possible to see 
game of all kinds ln the course of a 
drive around the borders of the pre­
serve.”
Commissioner Stobie believes 
strongly in the value of these wild 
life refuges, but he believes also that 
they must be regulated If they are to 
accomplish fully the purpose for 
which they are set apart. "It is mv 
oninion.” he said, “that game and 
birds will reach only a certain level 
ln Maine preserves unless the legis­
lature gives me the right to employ 
trappers to keep down such animals 
as are destructive.”
Among them he mentioned mem­
bers of the cat, lynx and weasel fami­
lies. certain species of hawks and 
owls, and crows. What is needed, he 
explained, is a man of good Judgment 
to be on constant patrol in the larger 
game preserves, such as the new ones 
in Somerset and Aroostook counties, 
and the older Katahdin and Range- 
ley preserves. With gun and traps 
such a man, he believes could clean 
out the natural enemies of deer and 
grouse and thereby perform a very 
valuable service to conservation.
When game preserves are estab­
lished in the future, they should meet 
a few certain requirements, Mr. 
Stobie believes. The most important 
of these are plentiful food and water 
supplies and good coverts for the 
game. In some instances regions 
have been designated as game pre­
serves after they had been logged 
over, he explained, and game does 
not take to them because of lack of 
cover and a corresponding decrease 
in the food and water supply. The 
state does not get full benefit by re­
serving such an area, and will not 
until new growth has had time to 
furnish a more satisfactory cover.
The 1929 legislature conferred 
upon the game commissioner and the 
forest commissioner Joint authority 
to establish game preserves In the six 
counties which contain large wild 
land areas, and In the selection of 
such tracts special care Is taken to 
choose a natural breeding groiihd 
which will have the proper qualifica­
tions. If an area suitable for deer,
When bad breath, or a coated 
tongue, bilioiisnrss or headaches warn 
of constipation, don't take violent 
purgatives. There’s no use when a 
candy (uncart will stop the trouble 
in a jiffy; will cleanse your system 
pleasantly, and completely.
The relief you get so promptly 
from Cascarets is lasting. Cascarets , 
are made from cascara, a substance 
which medical authorities agree ac­
tually strengthens the bowel muscles.
So Cascarets are a blessing to old 
folks with weakened bowels; to chil­
dren; to anyone in need of establish­
ing regular bowel habits. Ten cents 
a box—all drug stores.
WALK-OVERAttractively arranged in the win- | are giving the service intended, dem­
onstrating new appliances in the 
home, repairing cords—and generally 
rendering a service entirely free of 
charge that will lighten the burdens 
of homemaking.
The Home Service Worker calling 
on you manages her own kitchen 
where she spends much time testing 
and trying out new appliances and 
recipes. She also conducts appli­
ance demonstrations and cooking 
classes for clubs and various wo­
men’s organizations. A reference li­
brary of the leading periodicals on 
homemaking is also on file here 
which is accessible to you at any 
time.
If your club, sewing circle or 
neighborhood group wishes to have 
any particular appliance demonstra­
ted either at your home, clubrooms 
or at our Service Kitchens, our Home 
Service Worker will gladly arrange 
such a demonstration, without 
charge.
In short, our service represents a 
pledge that your needs will be given 
personal attention. For this reason 
our Home Service Worker’s entire 
time is devoted to assisting our cus­
tomers. By availing yourself of this 
opportunity it will be to our mutual 
advantage to render you an ade­
quate service with improved effi 
ciency and economy. Should you de­
sire the services of this department 
immediately or at any other time 
do not hesitate to call.
served by the Eastern Division Mrs. 
Ellis issues a cordial welcome to visit 
the kitchen and utilize its facilities 
to the fullest extent. The latch- 
She says:
tion, The Exciter, from which source The growing need for a service to 
the picture is obtained for these col- , the homemaker has been realized by
1 the Central Maine Power Company 
for some time; A service on a 
friendly woman-to-woman basis in 
, which problems of modern home­
making might be discussed and as­
sistance rendered. For this reason 
Department has
umns.
The kitchen has been properly 
fitted up with both gas and electric 
appliances to carry on the work of 
this 3, Dartmeni 1 h floor s cc zerei 
with a linoleum in a cream, tan and
red pattern which lends an atmos- ; the Home Service 
phere of cleanliness and tidiness to been founded.
the whole. The unbleached muslin i The main purpose of this depart 
curtains bordered with a bright yel- ment is to call every customer served
low carry out the general color 
scheme. The accessories are also of 
yellow which provide a very fitting 
background for the glistening white 
appliances.
by this Company bringing to her 
practical information concerning the 
use of electrical appliances, showing 
the correct way to use them, testing 
customers’ appliances to see if they
moose and grouse is found, it will 
also be suitable for other kinds of 
game, Mr. Stobie said.
Thus far only two preserves have 
been set apart under the new law. 
One of these Is on the Allagash, com­
prising more than 89,000 acres, and 
the other is in upper Somerset coun­
ty and contains about 45,000 acres. 
A ten-year limit is placed by law on 
these preserves, but the thirty-six 
other preserves which have been es­
tablished from time to time since 
1917, have no terminal date.
schools. Parents and others are cor- FRIENDSHIP
dially invited to visit and observe ___
the r. gular work. A report will be Mr and Mrs L c Creamer of Wa- 
made of the single pupil securing the , |jan Mass., were in town for a short 
greatest number of visitors of the, vi-i, ,„c, _,p-k 
school having the greatest number,
and the school having the largest 
percent in proportion to the number 
of pupils.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur 
Spear, South Warren road, was the 
scene of a Halloween party Friday 
evening when 31 neighbors and 
friends gathered there. Two jack-o'- 
lanterns graced the doorsteps and 
inside the rooms were decorated with 
pumpkins and crepe paper. Each 
guest looked strange arrayed in the 
most hideous costume their imagi­
nation could invent. They were en- 
I tertained with games, stunts and mu­
sic. Cake, candy, fruit and punch 
were served. Out of town guests were 
Mr. and Mrs. Rolland Thompson of 
Friendship, Fred Robinson and son 
Fred of Cushing, Mr. and Mrs. Hor­
ace Hooper and Fred Pratt of Port 
Clyde, Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Thibodeau 
of Claremont, N. H. It was voted an 
unusually successful party.
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Thibodeau 
(Ethel Spiar) of Claremont, N. H., 
are making Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur 
Spear a weeks visit.
William Simmons of Rockland, 
who recently bought the Oscar John­
son place at South Warren, has had 
the telephone installed. 23-31.
The Baptist circle will hold a har­
vest supper in K. of P. hall next 
Thursday evening. The public is 
cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. B. Kirkpatrick 
closed their summer home at Davis’ 
Point Friday and returned to Bos­
ton.
Mrs. Ralph Leonard and Mrs Tay­
lor of Boston visited Mr. and Mrs. 
Wardell McFarland Friday.
Sympathy is extended to Mr. and 
Mrs. Sidney Carter in the loss of 
their infant son whose death oc­
curred Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Felker and fam­
ily visited relatives in Port Clyde 
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Richards 
and Charles Genthner of West Wal­
doboro were weekend visitors of Mr. 
and Mrs. Sam Richards.
Mrs. Edith Wilder of Gardner, 
Mass., and Nelson Lash of New Bed­
ford are visiting Mrs. Jessie Lash.
Mrs. Courtland Brackett and 
daughters Nathalie and Lucille re­
turned Saturday to Monhegan.
Cass Brackett of Monhegan was in 
town Sunday.
PASSENGER
Slew vessels In a sea-blue sky,
I wish I were a passenger.—
My feet upon those snowy decks 
Would tread as proud as Lucifer.
Did Lucifer, that erring prince.
Sail once upon those blowing ships
When hls young soul was white as they, 
And curved with innocence hls lips?
I know I saw hls happy ghost 
Waving its star-hung cap on high.
And if I were a passenger,
I would wave mine as I went by.
—Katharine Washburn Harding. 
Published ln Oracle Anthology.
POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We Want Your
LIVE POULTRY
And WiU Pay Highest Market 
Price
Call or write and trucks will call. 
COHEN BROS.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR 
WARREN, ME. 
Telephone Warren 2-3 
Reference: Any poultry raiser 
109-tf
The plans of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and 
complete building information
W. H. GLOVER <& CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
BUILDING SUPPLIES CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
LUMBER SHINGLES PAINT TELEPHONE 14
UNION
Several from this place attended 
Pomona at West Rockport Saturday 
and report it a very pleasant occa­
sion.
Seven Tree Grange entertained 
several members of Evening Star 
Grange, Washington lf.st Wednes­
day evening. The degrees were 
worked on several candidates after 
which a bountiful supper was served 
and Evening Star furnished a fine 
entertainment.
Friends of Mrs. Cora Mank are 
pleased that she is now able to ride 
out after being confined to her home 
several weeks by illness.
Mrs. Hattie Fossett is improving 
slightly, but yet remains very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank are vis­
iting their daughter at Tenant's Har­
bor.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant, Mrs. 
Lulie Ufford and Ethel Griffin visited 
Mrs. Annie Hart Sunday at Head of 
the Lakv.
James Griffin's cider press broke 
down Saturday necessitating a hasty 
trip to Rockland for repairs.
The State road in this section has 
been completed and the crew have 
gone their several ways. The place 
seems very quiet without the rumble 
of the heavy trucks. Joe Cianchetti, 
the contractor left Wednesday. He 
has made many friends since coming 
here who are sorry to see him leave 
town as they will miss his cheery 
greetings.
Mrs. Abbie Burgess and Mrs. Eda 
Goff were in Rockland recently on 
business.
Rev. and Mrs. C. H. B. Seliger re­
turned last Friday, having spent 
three weeks with relatives and 
friends in Waterville, Skowhegan and 
Fairfield. While in the latter place 
Rev. Mr. Seliger preached for the 
Rev. Mr. Webber, a former pastor of 
this town’s Methodist Episcopal 
Church.
The health conference for all 
children under school age will be 
held at the M. E. vestry next Thurs- 
i day from 2 to 4 p. m.
Mrs. Ernest Wheeler with her son 
and two. daughters of Manchester, N. 
H., were guests recently of Mr. and 
Mrs. Abner Griffin.
Arthur Cummings and friend of 
Bingham were in town Saturday .
Dr. and Mrs. Stephenson had as 
weekend guests Eleanor Stephenson 
| of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Whit- 
tall and daughter Eunice and Mrs. 
Bolton of Bath.
] Mrs. Ida Bessey is in Fairfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fowler of 
Portland were recent guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. John Creighton.
Clifford Phillips of Boston visited 
Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Abner Griffin.
! Helen Grinnell spent the weekend 
1 with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. 
Grinnell.
William Lucas, young son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Maynard Lucas was 
knocked down by an automobile Sat- 
I urday evening at Union Common
and received internal injuries.
Millard Gilmore of Thomaston is 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. V. 
Townsend.
U.-H. S. students held a Halloween 
party at Seven Tree Grange hall 
Thursday evening.
Donald Cameron is attending For­
estry School in Clinton N. J.
A Halloween social was enjoyed 
by pupils dud friends at Round Pond 
School Friday evening. A brief pro­
gram was presented with candy, pop 
corn, fortunes and ’’grabs" for sale.
Mrs. Ellery Townsend while in con­
versation with a friend over t,he tel­
ephone the past week, suffered an ill 
turn, and as she was falling clutched 
the telephone, trying to save herself;
, but being unable to do so, the whole 
apparatus became detached and fell 
upon her badly cutting her leg. A 
physician was called and made her 
as comfortable as possible.
H
SPRING 
ARCH
IF YOUR fect trouble you .. . 
Main Spring* Arch. If you 
have no foot trouble* . . . 
again . •. Main Spring Arch. 
It is insurance against foot 
troubles and foot fatigue.
Let us show you.
McLAlN
SHOE STORE •
ROCKLAND, MAINE
At Th* Brook
36Ttf
•He*. U. 9. Pat. Off.
Quality in Every Leaf
SALAD!'
TEA
“Fresh from the Gardens”
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags
II
812
to a question no men. 
usk al Thanksgivings
YES, MADAM; the Insulated Oven of 
any Glenwood DeLuxe Ges Range certainly 
will hold your Thanksgiving turkey—no matter 
what size your family's holiday appetite de­
mands.
And what's more—if you own an Ourway 
model, with the smooth, 100% usable cooking 
top—you'll have plenty of room for six utensils 
there, as well as space to keep two more 
utensils boiling up above on "the shelf that 
cooks" using heat you'd ordinarily waste.
Enjoy Thanksgiving as much as the rest of 
the family. Cook the festive dinner easily— 
economically—efficiently on a new Insulated 
Glenwood. leniiood
&b RAMSES"
Central Maine Power Company
Augusta*
owance /or Your Old (ookin
at our Gas District Stores 
Bath, Gardiner, Rockland, Watervill
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Every One Should Know About 
Eldridges Neutralizer
Grateful Man Writes of Taking 
Wonder Preparation
No. 2
Through many years of my lifetime I have been suffering from 
food souring in my stomach as soon as I ate; I could not seem to 
digest anything. It would lodge in my stomach and stay there. 
Nothing seemed to relieve it. Until one day I was advisd to take 
Eldridge's Neutralizer which I did, it helped me so quickly that I 
went to the drug store and bought several packages. It sure has 
done wonders for me. I would not think of being without it now. 
I take it regularly and can eat anything I want and digest it. I cer­
tainly recommend it to anyone suffering with stomach trouble. 
Indigestion, Heartburn or Gas in Stomach, says A. H. Chase of 
Thomaston, Maine.
Eldridge’s Neptralizer may be purchased in Rockland
at The Rockland Pharmacy, Inc., Corner Main and 
Park Streets.
“Darling, look at those lovely dia-. The age of discretion is the age at 
monds in that window. The sparkle f which you discover that the righteous 
almost blinds one." I 'rent all on the same side—Canton
"Yes, let us go on.” «Repository.
THOMASTON
Alvah M. Spear of the State Prison 
stiff continues ill at his home on 
West Main street. He is being cared 
I ior by’ a nurse from Waldoboro, 
i Alden Merrifield has sold his stock 
I and fixtures in the store at the cor- 
i ner ot Main and Beechwoods streets 
to Maurice Lindsey and Dana Stone. 
Mr. Merrifield reserved the stock of 
boots, shoes and clothing and re­
moved them to his house Lindsey 
and Stone will carry on the lunch 
business and pool tables.
Tlie ladies' circle of the Baptist 
Church will meet in thc vestry Wed­
nesday afternoon. Supper at 6 
o'clock. A program arranged by Miss 
Barbara Feyler will follow the sup­
per. The housekeepers will be Mrs. 
Grace Andrews, Mrs. Ward Grafton, 
Mrs. Olive Brasier. Mrs. Addie Jones 
and Miss Eliza Whitney
Dr. A. W. Peabody Saturday sold 
to Willie Maloney of Pleasant Point 
the James Creamer piace.
Orient Lodge. F.A.M. will have 
work in the third degree this Tues­
day evening. District Deputy Grand 
Master Ralph Clark of Rockland 
will be present to inspect the Lodge. 
Supper will be served at 6.30 by 
Grace Chapter, O.E.S.
Horace Keizer. J. M. Miller and 
Edwin Anderson returned Sunday 
from a deer hunting trip. Mr. 
Keizer brought a buck and the other 
two a doe each. A hunter from up 
river who was with them also shot 
: a doe.
Capt. Frank Cushman, who recent­
ly bought a house on Wadsworth 
street of James McLaughlin, is get­
ting it ready for occupancy. It is
a beautiful and sunny location on 
the bank of the Saint Georges river.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Buker of Mon­
mouth are visiting Mr. and Mrs. John 
Hewett.
Howard Swift who spent the season 
in tow’n has entered the employ of 
Samuel Ward Co., stationers, in 
Boston.
Lee Walker who is in the Maine 
Geheral Hospital. Portland, is now 
able to sit up. which is very welcome 
news to his numerous friends.
Mrs. Marie B. Singer and son John 
Singer left for Boston Monday to 
spend a few days.
Robert Creighton returned to Bos­
ton Sunday after passing a week at 
his former home in this place.
Mrs. H. L. Bryant is spending a 
few days in Portland.
Mrs. Grace Payson and mother 
Mrs. Copeland are occupying rooms 
in Mrs. Arthur Pillsbury's house for 
the winter. Mrs. Payson makes her 
home summers on her farm in Cush­
ing. one of the best places along the 
St. Georges river.
Britto & Crawford who have been 
doing blacksmith work for the past 
few years in the Bunker shop on 
Green street have closed out their 
business.
Miss Barbara Elliot spent the 
weekend with her parents.
The Baptist Church will have its 
roll call in the vestry next Thursday 
evening at 7 o'clock. All members of 
the church are urged to attend and 
all friends of the church will be wel-
ROCKPORT Carlton Davis, mar.; Harold Buz-
___  zell, Sr. Deacon; Robert Oxton, Jr.
Arnold Bartlett has moved his £ea ,®cnJ; Talenbloom. Sr. Steward; 
family from Mechanic street to the ?olwld ,B,lllln8s' Jr Steward; Orris
Eddy house on Main street. Burna- Cake and punch, we"« , . . _ . served and dancing was enjoyed untilMr. and Mrs. R. L. Jones of Rock- a jate hour
land were recent guests of Mr. and Thc mPeting of the Twentieth Cen- 
Mrs. E. C. St. Clair. tury Ciub wiu be beij Friday after-
Oliver Ingraham spent Saturday noon at the home of Mrs. Annie
in Bangor and Orono. He was ac- Gardner. The following papers will
companied home by William Ingra- be given: "A Trip Through Scot-
ham and Delmont Ballard, students land," Mrs. St. Clair; "Queen Eliz- 
at U. of M.. who.remained over night i abeth;” reading from Kenilworth, 
with their parents. William’s father. Mrs. Tribou.
Maynard C. Ingraham, motored them ; Mrs. Ella Shibles is at the home of ,^«dol^a'2e u?pCkvSap
back to the school Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Josephine Wall for thc winter hall' Rockland 132-134
Miss Solveig Heistad entertained 16 Remember that next Friday is the
of her friends from Rockport and date of the sale and play to be held 
Camden Saturday evening at a Hal-! under the auspices of the "Tryto- 
loween party at her home on Com- helP' Club at Town hall. The sale of 
mercial street. Decorations appro­
priate to the season were attractively 
arranged about the house and 
grounds. Tlie evening was delight­
fully spent with games, music and 
dancing and refreshments served.
Roscoe Deane and family of Bel­
fast spent Sunday at the home of his 
father Leslie C. Deane, West street.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Richards and 
daughter Winnifred. were weekend 
guests of relatives in Bath.
Charles Marston and family moved 
Saturday from Mechanic street to 
the Fred Shibles house on Beech 
street
Carroll T. Fuller returned last 
week from a visit in Boston.
Mrs. E. C. St. Clair is confined to 
her home by illness.
In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this column not to 
exceed three lines inserted once for 25 
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional 
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents 
for three times. Six words make a line.
Lost and Found
Wanted
WANTED—Position as housekeeper, no 
to children. Address G. 
FLETCHER, Friendship. Me._____ 132*134
WANTED—Load of football fans for
WANTED—Elderly woman as house­
keeper loi one ln faintly, a good home. 
ELLIS B. DECOSTER. Waldoboro. Maine.
132*134
jjaajarajBJZJzrajararaaiarajBraizizi
ELECTRIC RADIOS
“Mighty Monarchs of the 
Air”
cooked food, aprons, candy and mys­
teries will open at 2 p. ill. and con­
tinue until 5, and the play will start 
at 8 o'clock. This is a roaring comedy 
in three acts, the first act to feature 
an auction, the second an interrupted 
wedding and the third, a husking bee. 
The cast: Deacon Dubbs, from 
Sorghum Center. West Vlrginny, L. 
True Spear: Amos Coleman, his 
nephew, a young lawyer, George 
Crocket J; Rawdoh Crawley, A Wolf 
in Sheep's Clothing, Ronald Billings; 
Major McNutt, auctioneer and jus­
tice of the peace, Maynard Graffam; 
Deuteronomy Jones. A country pro­
duct, Roland Richards; Rose Raleigh, 
the brave little school ma'am. Doris 
Ballard; Miss Philipena Popover, 
with both eyes on the deacon, Mrs
WANTED-For the winter by middle 
aged gentleman of quiet habits. Inex­
pensive comfortable room with break­
fasts or full board. References ex­
changed BOX 182 Belfast 131*133
WANTED—Furnished rent or three or 
four furnished rooms In Waldoboro. 
Must be fully furnished for housekeep­
ing. Write XY. Waldoboro. Me. 131-136
WANTED—Rabbit hound from 2 to 3 
years old. well trained. JAMES L. YEY- 
KAL. 14 Lawrence St. 131*133
WANTED—Position by 
experienced TEI 35-W
iraphi
131* 133
WANTED—Capable girl or middle aged 
woman for housework . EVA A. DAVIS. 
Pleasant Point, Me. 131*133
WANTED—Housekeeper with boy 11 j
wants position. MRS. EFFIE MERRILL.! 
Glencove. Tel. 256-4. 131*142;
WANTED—By practical nurse, cases
Would assist in housework. MILDRED,
MOSS. Box 53. Tenants Harbor.
ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS
“Mighty Monarchs of the 
Arctic”
“Constantly Cold”
House-Sherman, Inc.
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
(Your Local Authorized Dealer 
for Majestic Products)
585 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
130*132 |
ROCKLAND DIVISION
WEEK oi NOVEMBER 3rd to NOVEMBER 8th
" Medium Bars
c
Tag Day will be observed by the Ethel Spear; Emily Dale, the richest 
pupils of the Hoboken School, Miss &irl in tQwn. Ruth Bartlett; Trixie 
Hortense Bohndell teacher tomorrow. Coleman, full of mischief, Mary 
Wednesday, the proceeds to be ap­
plied to the piano fund. Both teacher 
and pupils are working hard to raise 
sufficient funds to enable them to 
purchase the desired instrument in 
the very near future.
Mrs. Herbert Lovejoy and son Her­
bert motored to Boston to spend the 
weekend with Mr. Lovejoy who has 
employment there.
Among those from town w’ho at­
tended the annual meeting of the 
past matrons’ and patrons' associa­
tion of Knox County held at Warren.
Friday evening were Mrs. Blanche 
McDonnell Mrs. Ina Wooster. Mrs.
Minetta Paul, Mrs. Louise Holbrook,
Mrs. Lucy Stevenson, Miss Helen 
Small, Mrs. Addie Jenkins.
Leroy Moon met with a very pain­
ful accident Thursday night when in 
a fall in front of the Baptist Church 
he sustained a broken arm. Dr.
Hutchins was summoned and rushed 
the boy to Knox Hospital where x- 
rays revealed a break at the elbow.
The arm was set and he was able to 
return home Friday and is now rest­
ing comfortably.
Letters received from Rev. P. C. Rockport Is I 
Hughey who recently became assist- Which 
ant pastor of the Ruggles Street Bap­
tist Church. Boston after resignihg 
his pastorate from the local Baptist 
Church, state that he and Mrs.
WANTED—Radio repair Job-. Bring In 
that radio which you can't get fixed 
elsewhere, we have an expert radio re­
pair man who can fix It at a reasonable 
HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next
, _____ ___  .’Old Agency. Rockland. 130-tfgirl from Sweden, Mrs. Hazel Cam.
There will also be a quartet and other 
musical numbers.
Mr. Topp of Camden is in charge 
of the Frank Rider shop while Mr.
Rider, on account of his health, is 
taking a vacation.
Edgar Bohndell and son Henry
with Captain Smith and Captain............... . .,_ « „ j . „ ,WANTED—Old mahogany table topsBarnes of Camden are at Franklin i <or repair dept. Apply Harold rich- 
on a hunting trip. I ARDS. Cobh-Davix, inc. 562 Main st.
Farm Bureau meeting Nov. 6 at \ WANTED—Experienced stitchers at 
the home of Mrs. Minetta A. Paul at \
which time the subject "Re-condi- ; ~"
tioning the Wardrobe" will be dis- i To Let
cussed. This will be an all-day ses- ----------------------------------"----- -
Brann; Yennie Yensen. the hired | Agency R^und
WANTED First class woman cook at1
PARK STREET CAFE. No tel. calls an- i 
swered. Apply In person._________130-132 j
" WANTED—Sloop thirty to thirty-five ,
feet long, auxiliary power preferred, must j 
he in excellent condition. Give all de-1 
tails tuch as agf*. accommodations. | 
equipment, condition, price, etc., ln an-| 
steering. J. L. BRAY. Purdue Unit er-, 
slty. Lafayette. Indiana. 129-134
sion and should prove a very profit­
able one.
Philip A. Dyer of Rockland and 
Mrs. Nina M. Robbins of Rockport 
were united in marriage at the 
Methodist Church Sunday. Nov. 2, 
following the evening service. Rev. 
F. F. Fowle officiating. They were un­
attended.
TO LET—Several nice rents of 3. 5 and 
6 rooms each; some furnished; all mod- j 
ern Six room house, corner location. . 
$20 per month with garage. H. H. 
STOVER, ill Limerock St. Tel.1201 
____________________________________ 132-134 ;
TO LET— 100 percent indoor golf loca­
tion in 'T'homaston. 40x100. plate glass 
front on No. 1 Highway. For further In­
formation write, or phone 1201. H. H 
STOVER, ill Limerock St 132-134
TO LET—Garage at 11 Grove St. MKo. 
A. S. ATKIKNS. Tel 84-W. 132*134
ALUMNI FUND GROWS
ited In Fine Project i 
< inates In The Carni­
val Nov. 21-22.
Although the annual carnival and 
food fair given bv senior class of the
Hughey are comfortably situated and Rockport High School has always
TO LET—Eight-room house, all mod-, 
ern Improvements at 14 Shaw avenue. I 
Inquire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787. 
____________________________________132*134!
TO Let—Three room furnished apart­
ment. $5 week. V F STUDLEY, 69 P*k 
St. Tel. 1080 131-tf
TO LET—Six room house, bath, mod­
ern. 260 Camden St. Inquire E. B. HALL. 
’ Glencove. 131-133
N Vide " I Good buck Lemon Pie Filling
COFFEE >-8S*
Per
Lb. 33 CALIFORNIA PEACHES
NATION
WIDE
TEA
FORMOSA ORANGE PEKOE
V2 I*. »•$ Lb.
35
Large
Can 17
Wheaties t«»^Sc
CALODOG FOOD
lean.
Nation-Wide..
Norwegian I RANCHO VIENNA SAUSAGE
Sardines 3 ».r 15'
2 c.„„ 23
THREE PURE
Ground 
Nutmeg
CROW 25“Tins
Hershey’s Cocoa
2
Pound Cans
25
RED CAP AMMONIA
Z5CPerQuart
HofSecker’s Tomatoes
2
 No. 2
Cans iW
FOSS’ DISINFECTANT 9'
SPLENDID PUMPKIN
Large 4GK
Can JLO
Pink Salmon 2- 25
-HADE AT NATION-WIDE STORES. You know tbe owner
CLEARANCE SALE 
2nd-Hand Furniture
If you have been waiting for 
prices to reach bottom—come now 
for ours are already there! 
Tremendous Reductions on these 
greatest values ever offered. Com* 
in—nose around and you will see 
a lot. It will give you an idea 
of the unbelievable value offered 
here. We have a fine selection of 
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and 
Special Stoves, in fact everything 
to make a home. We also carry 
a complete line of Store and 
Office Furniture.
ROCKLAND 
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland 
Produce Co.
Telephone 427-R
41 Tillson Ave. Rockland
llOSTtf
For Sale
FOR SALE—Open grate parlor stove, 
linoleum art square, mahogany buffet, 
home made comforters, rocking chairs 
and other thiitgs. CALL 618-R. 132-tf
FOR SALE—32-ft. power boat. 10 h. p. 
Regal engine. Can be used for either 
fishing or lobsterlng. BYRON COOMBS, 
South Cushing. Me; 132-134
FOR SALE—At Owl's Head 7-room fur-
are_ busily engaged with their been a succ ss it^has pever reached BiCKNSXUffiLim^' nelson^'cobb"’'^ Frnier-cobb-Dmds.'
131*133new duties. At an evening service the proportions that it bids fair to : rock st___________________________________
of the church on Oct. 26. a double ’ attain this year. j to let—5 room tenement at 12 Gurdy
quartet gave a “Seth Parker Sketch." ! The idea of establishing an edu- | St., finished attic, electric lights, flush 
Mr. Hughey impersonating Seth cational fund for deserving students J^iire^io'GURDY’st'”'’ a° Pl3l*l33 
Parker and Mrs. Hughey acting the has for years been considered a ne- — LET_5.-'m house with hsth ana 
part of Ann. ! cessity, but owing to initial cost of , lights mrs Walter
132-134
Wilbur Strong attended a business 
meeting of thc Central Maine Power 
Co.'s salesmen Monday in Augusta 
Mrs. Strong motored to Augusta 
with him and then took the public 
bus to visit relatives in Waterville.
Stephen Barry and James Fales 
were at home from University of 
Maine over the weekend.
William Smith went to Houlton 
Monday on business. He was accom­
panied as far as Bangor by Mrs. 
Minnie Ludwig and Mrs. Cora 
Currier, who will be guests for two 
davs of Mrs. Ada Biggins
Herbert Wellman of the State 
Prison staff who was operated upon 
at the Maine General Hospital last 
week is at home for ten days after 
which he will return to the hospital.
Mrs. Ronayne has returned from a 
visit to her daughter Mrs. William 
Clark in Lewiston. Her grandson 
William Bannon came with her.
Mrs. Pillsbury and daughter have 
taken rooms in Rockland for the 
winter.
Clifford Clark, Miss Leila Clark of 
this town and Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
Smalley of St. George recently mo­
tored to Bangor and Bucksport 
While in Bangor they called on Mrs 
Ada Biggins.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Morse and 
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Davis of Port 
'Clyde were guests Sunday of Mrs. 
Aletha Thompson.
' Mrs. Sanford Hyler motored to 
Boothbay Harbor with Mrs. Stanley 
Copeland and her mother Mrs. H. V. 
Grafton Sunday.
Miss Winn and Miss Ardelle Maxey 
| entertained at dinner and bridge 
Saturday night. The guests were 
Mrs. J. Walter Strout, Margaret 
Jordan, Alice George. Anna Dilling­
ham. Miss Dillingham had first
I honors.
D • * *
General Knox Chapter. D.A.R.. 
held its monthly meeting in Mont­
pelier Monday afternoon. The ses­
sion was devoted to considering in­
terests of the Knox Memorial. There 
were 24 members present. Mrs. John 
E. Walker was hostess ably assisted 
by Mrs. Charles A. Creighton, Miss 
Hortense Wilson. Mrs. Mary Over- 
Overlock. Mrs. Emily Stevens. Tea 
w&s served.
The Chataneet Club will meet with 
Mrs. Edith Clark Thursday evening.
Mavflower Temple. P.S.. will have 
their regular meeting Friday evening. 
There will be work. The Belfast 
Temple is expected to attend. Sup­
per will be served at 6 o clock.
Herbert Bucklin met with a bad 
accident Sunday at his home in 
South Warren. A ladder he was 
climbing to pitch down hay for the 
cattle fell and threw him to the 
floor, breaking his back. He was 
taken to Knox Hospital.
Albert T. Gould who was a guest 
in town last week has returned to 
Boston. Mr. Gould is interested in 
the cement dust question and came 
down to attend the public meeting 
held inJ3.ockland Thursday evening.
Rodney Fclyer is now operating his 
scallop business from the Maine fish­
ing grounds.
Legion Auxiliary is getting along 
very well on its cook book, and is 
planning to have it out before Christ­
mas. It will make a fine present and 
any member will be pleased to take 
an order for a book. Plans are also 
working out for the usual Armistice 
night suppr for members of the Le­
gion. This year the supper will be 
held in K. of P. hall at 6.30 o’clock 
Nov. 11 and all ex-service men, 
j whether members of the Post or not, 
will be gladly welcomed. The aux­
iliary is also planning to attend the 
union Armistice night service Sun­
day evening, Nov. 9, in the Metho­
dist Church, with sermon by the pas­
tor, Rev. Hubert F. Leach, of the Fed­
erated Church, who is also an ex- 
service man.
Minnie P. Shepherd has closed her ; such a proposition it has never been Green st.. Thomaston 
home on Central street and with her ! undertaken. Last year the alumni 
mother Mrs. Ellen Shepherd
taken room for the winter at theIand appointed a committee to act.; r p daniels 
home of Mrs. Nellie Ballard. ; No definite method was stated and 1
Miss Mary Brann was the week- sd toe committee decided that by
Tel. 13-2.
131*133
has ! voted to try and build such a fund ] TO LE.T—In Thomaston, furnished - - aoartment of 4 rooms for the winter.
18 Wadsworth St.
131-tf
FOR SALE—Locomobile 7 pass. Limo, 
low mileage, good condition. Take hens, 
pullets or cow as part payment. Call 
WELLINGTON FARM. Warren, Me. Tel. 
Warren 3-12._______________ 131-133
FOR SALE—Apples. McIntosh Reds. 
Pound Sweets and Snows. J. F. CALD­
ERWOOD. Union. Me 130*132
TO LET—Hou e on Grace street, mod-
FOR SALE-- Hub heater and automatic 
pump. Tel. 242-J. Inquire 76 PARK ST. 
EP.WOOD. Union. Me. 131*133
end guest of Mrs. Mildred Rhodes.! working in conjunction with the car- em. ERNEST C. davis ct Fuller-Cobb- 
z-,--------- nival committee the creation andCommercial street.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richards maintaining such a fund might be ! g TO LET-Sin^car wrage at. 20 Mapte
and children and Mr. and Mrs. Al- Possible. They have worked with this roebins on the premises. Tel. 143-R.
bert Carroll motored to Winslow !idea in mind with a result that at |  _____________________ 130*132
Sunday. Mrs. Carroll remaining I tois time appears most gratifying. | to let—5-room apartment at 9 Water
there for a few days’ visit with Mr. The Alumni have responded well
and Mrs. Clarence Howard. ' and when the report of the carnival
Harold Corthell and Loren Phil-1 comes before the next annual meet-|
St Apply to C. S. HALL. 21 Ocean St 
130-132
TO LET Apartment 5 rooms, kltch-
____ ______ ____  , enette and bath. MRS. COPPING. 39
brook have returned from a four | ing they will have a record to be I Limerock st._____________129-134
days' hunting trip bringing home a Proud °f- The object of this fund is to let small house at 640 Main st. 
fine deer. to finance such students as care to Also large house on Camden st. mrs_ E-
The newlv eleetpd nfflr—x nr c, avail themselves of the opportunity, i L nnow*l Tfl 613-R.---------------------------
Paul's Lodge. F. & A. M? were in- a"d proVide fands f0r » hi«h^' ! LlAWS^KY.H^eBmadky.nTei. ’sie-T'
stalled Friday evening by Rt. Wor. ’ education for the students who would _______________ 127-tf
D.D.G.M., Raluh Clarke of Rock- ■ otherwise be unable to pursue the ; ~to LET—Furnished apartment of 3
land, assisted ’ by Wor Leroy A I vocation they have chosen as their , rooms and toilet, with heat in living
Chatto as grand marshal and Rev. 
Bro. F. F. Fowle as grand chaplain, 
the ceremony being performed in a 
very impressive manner. Those in­
stalled were: Guy Annis, W.M.; 
Lawrence Richards, Sr. War.; For­
rest Spear. Jr. Wor.: Wor. Charles 
Jenkins, treas.: E. H. Bowers, sec.; 
Burton Richards, chap.; Wor. J.
life work.
ENERGETIC MEN IN EVERY 
tow nand village* can cam b:g 
money selling seeds. Experience 
unnecessary. Steady work.
Write for particulars 
COBB CO., Franklin, Mass.
130*133
FOR SALE—Open buggy, dump cart. 
Ice box. pungs. plough, two tons hay. 64 
MECHANIC ST. Tel. 433-R 130-132
POR SALE—39 ft. Nova Scotia built 
boat 5 yrs. old. Bar-Ford engine compass. 
125 fathom rode, anchors, lights and all 
other equipment Make me an offer. 
B. T. HALL. Box 334. Vinalhaven. Me.
_____________ 130*132
FOR SALE -Crawford wood-burning 
pallor stove. May be used as open grate. 
TEL 538-M.________________________130*132
FOR SALE 1 setter. 1 Redbone fox 
hound, April pullets. Winchester rifles, 
30-30 and 33. Will trade for grocery 
129-tf wagon and 1 horse sled. CHARLES G. 
ERICKSON. Warren, Me. R. D. 1. Box 98.
130-132
FOR SALE—26 ft. sloop. 
SIMMONS. Port Clyde.
FRED A. 
130*132
...... -........ ........ ........ .... FOR SALE—Pines Quality Red Cockcr-
I room. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W j els from Connecticut approved R O P. ac- 
127-tf J credited matings. Selected for vigor and 
TO LET-6-room tenement^on Spring' ^S^V^k-
Never Again!
Probably never again will the peo­
ple of this community be able to 
hear and see such a splendid 
group of Artists as will be here 
Wednesday. The
U. S. Army 
Band
45 ARTISTS
STRAND THEATRE
Afternoon Concert 2 
Children’s Concert 4 
Evening Concert 8
WEDNESDAY, NO /. 5
street, electric lights, gas.
Mlfe. JOSEPH DONDia, 69 Beech St. Tel. 
42-W._______________________________ 126-tf
TO LET -Modern apartment, fine loca- 
i tion. Apply LUCIUS JONES. Tel. 639-J.
,_______________________ 125-tf
TO LET- Unfurnished 5 room tenement1
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
I COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77. 122-tf
TO LET- Tenement at 33 Mechanic St.
MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St 
Tel. 874-W. 120-tl
TO LET -Tenement. 6 rooms, all mod­
ern. D. L. McCARTY, Northend drug , 
store. 119-tf ;
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for 
light housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults 
only. E N. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. 
Tel. £04-J.__________________________ 119-tf ,
TO LET—Five room furnished apart. 
AU modern improvements. Inquire at 
12 ELM ST._________________________ 117-tf
TO LET—Six room house oil Grace St ' 
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls. I 
_____________________________________112-tf '
TO LET -Upper Hat, 12 Cedar St., four , 
roums. (luctric lights, toilet. MRS. .1. A. 
JAMESON. 40 North Main St. Tel. 456-R. 
_____________________________________ hig-ti
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block. 
Apply to B. B. SMITH. Thorndike & Hix 
Lobster Co. Tel. 208. 118-tf
Miscellaneous
NOTICE—The person who has my 
Gruen wrist watch will save trouble by 
returning it at once. MRS. A. LARKIN, 
2 Summer St.
land. Me. 130*132
FOR SALE—Vegetables* for winter 
keeping, cabbage. $1.50 per 100 lbs. tur­
nips. $1 bu.. carrots. $1.50 bu.. squash, 
$1.50 per 100 lbs., parsnips. 6 cents lb., 
beets. 2*2 cents lb., delivered, all excel­
lent quality. SAGE & CHATER, Upper 
Elm St.. Camden. Tel. 274. 130*135
FOR SALE OR TO LET—In Tenants 
Harbor 9-room house furnished or un­
furnished. large barn, with lights, water 
in house, 5 minutes walk from village, 
fine view of harbor, about 35 acres, woods 
and fields. FRANK MORRIS, Tenant’s 
Harbor. Me.________________________130*132
FOR SALE—Drv slab wood, long fitted 
$1.25 ft., also hard wood. LEON CALLA­
HAN. Pleasant St. Tel. 1169-Y. 
____________________________________ 128*133
FO SALE Round Oak Kitchen Range, 
practically new. Hub Heater. No. 115. 
Inquire at 166 MAIN ST., or call 1057-W.
127*132
FOR SALE—Cabbage. Danish Railhead 
$150 per 100 lbs. JOHN KEINANEN. 
Route 1. Box 102. Warren. Me. 128*133
FOR SALE—A good used parlor cabinet 
heater, a produce of the American Ra­
diator Co A. S. SIMMONS. Warren. 
Me. Tel .122-11.__________________ 126-134
FOR SALE—Tower Oil Burners for all 
heaters. The fastest starting burners on 
the market. A. S. SIMMONS, Warren, 
Me. Tel 12-11.____________________126-134
FOR SALE—Dry spruce slabs, sawed 
stove length. $1.25 per foot. R. S. JOR- 
DAN. 6 Kelley lane Tel. 522-M. 123-tf
FOR SALE -Upright piano. $60. W. F. 
131*?t1 TIBBETTS- 143 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
Atwater-Kent
Radio
$139.20 complete
CASH OR EASY TERMS
Ask For Demonstration
J. A. Karl 6 Co.
Authorized Dealer
Telephone 745-W Rockland, Me.
127-126thenTS-150
This is to notify all persons that I will i 
' pay no bills contracted by any one other ; 
i than myself after this date. AI LEN B.
MOON. Rockland. Me. Oct. 31. 1930. 
__________________________________131*133
90-ACRE VILLAGE-EDGE BARGAIN^! 
1 Easy to make good living here, few steps I 
j State road, station and village advan- J 
I tages; dark loam for bumper crops, val- 
j uable wood. est. 500 large sugar maples [ 
J with equipment; excellent 6-room house 
I (picture pg. 32 Strout’s catalog) 15-cow.
barn, running water, stable, etc. $1900 ls, 
low price and 9 cows. team, implements, 
etc . will be included at reasonable price. 1 
Write today for free catalog. STROUT 
AGENCY. 813-VG Old South Bldg.. Bos- 
ton. Mass. 131-lt
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
cottages for sale and rent, attractive 
prices, ideal loactions. tea houses, and 
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast. 
Maine. 128-tf
122-tf
FOR SALE—One ton truck, in good 
running order. $80. W. F. TIBBETTS. 
148 Union St. Tel. 297-R._________ 122-tf
FOR SALE— Two electric motors. 7’2 
h. p. and 2 h. p.. in good shape; also 
Standard computing scales. W. F. TIB­
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R. 
_____________________________________122-tf
FOR SALE—Hard wood. Fitted. 14; long 
wood. $10; just sawed. $12; also lumber. 
T. J. CARROLL. Tel 263-21._______ 122-tf
FOR SALE—The fine Stromberg-Carl- 
son radios, a Rolls Royce of all radios. 
Can be seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave. 
8HAPIRO BROS . Rockland._______ 121-tf
FOR SALE—Mill wood 4 ft. long. $6.50; 
stove length. $8; fitted wood. $14; also 
lumber. L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D.. 
Thomaston._______ 118-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip­
tions in Rockland. A large list of sum­
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
CLEANED by Tony, the estate. Come and talk nv«• mv n« Tr 
Rocklanct D0NAHUE PLACE Tell291.'1,391 ROBERT U. COLLINS.
375 Main St. Tel. 77. 118-tf
. Good large loads for y^ur aa^by nCannfaeum™ YARN3-For
Call L. B. SMITH. Rockland 593-M. ‘ - -y-- - IIacturer-
121*
DR. JOHN LUNT. Medium, will be at
the home of R. A. Greene. 38 Beech St.. 
every Tuesday for readings and treat­
ment by appointment. TEL. 1186-X
 123-tf
. _ . ---------- -------- samples free. H.
A BARTLETT. Harmony. Me. 123-134
GLOBE LAUNDRY
T „ ---------------------------------, Portland, Maine
LET E. A. I^NOWLTON file your saws Quafi*v Work 
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME- WUa Family Washings
Called For and Delivered 
Parcel Delivery Service
Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106R
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010._______________ 118-tf |
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
at the Rockland Hair Store. ?4 Elm St !
Mall orders sbllclted. H. C. RHODES
Tel. 519-J. 118-tl1
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Society
In addition to personal notes regarding i Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Harrington 
been in Jefferson, Mass., 
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes tor 10 days as guests of relatives and 
sent bv mail or telephone will be gladly to attend the wedding of their
tfi rmovr nr w daughter, Margaret to Alfred Daly ofTLI.lbhonl , ,o or 7M-W Boston, which took place Oct. 29,
i have returned.Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane at- I ___
WOMEN WANT HALL
Educational Club To Raise 
Emergency Fund — The 
Recent Picnic
The Woman's Educational Club is 
desirous of raising an emergency 
fund arifi to that end is hoping that 
somebody will offer the use of a hall 
in which an entertainment may be 
put on. It is pointed out that this is j 
the only club known to exist in this
Mrs. Warren C. Noyes motored to P3rt °f ^he'State whlch for
Waterville yesterday with her hus- membershlP dues of 25 cents a year
Page Seven
tended the Bates-Bowdoin game in 
Lewiston Saturday.
10 lectures of educational value, sum­
mer picnics, etc. The emergency 
fund proposition was the subject of 
an executive board discussion when
............... .......... i the club recently held a most enjoy-
Thomaston, have returned to St. j friends ancf relatives for"several davs !able picnic at the koine of Mrs. Lena
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hogan (Bernice j 
Whitney) and son who have been Mrs. Walter H. Butler has returned
spending the summer with Mrs. Ho- from Boston where she was the guest 
gan's mother Mrs. Harriet Whitney, , of Miss Mary Harrington and other
Petersburg, Fla.
Mrs. Eliza Plummer, State In­
spector of the Women's Relief Corps, 
is in Vinalhaven today inspecting 
Lafayette Carver Corps.
Merrill, and when there were mem 
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Snow of Vinal- ibers Present from Camden, Thomas- 
haven are guests of Heman Seavey. t012, a”d other nearbY towns.___  I Ex-Governor Cobb’s address, aside
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Rokes enter-'flom lts nature, was also .
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Rogers cottage. 
(Esther Stevenson) of Council Bluffs,
Iowa, are at Mrs. Rogers' former 
home on Gurdy street for several 
weeks.
tained at a Halloween party Friday 
evening at their Megunticook Lake
Supper wili be served by the Uni-
one of the most inspirational mes 
sages the organization has ever re-1 
ceived.
Mrs. Rich, the president, gave an 
interesting report on the State Fed-
versalist ladies in the vestry tomor- i ?r?5101?' wblcb she attended, and also 
row night at 6, with Mrs. George L. told of the successful district fedcra- 
St. Clair as chairman. j ^'on held in this city.
___ I Among the topics discussed at
Kennedy Crane. Jr., a member of|tlds meeting was this one: “Should 
the Bowdoin freshman class spent two families live in the same house?”
Mrs. Ira Feeney left Sunday for 
Boston where she will spend a month
with her daughter, Miss Dorothy __ __
Feeney, who is attending Wilfred j the weekend at his homei on Beech! 
Academy.
The nurses of the staff of Knox 
Hospital gave a delightful dancing 
party for the student body and their 
friends Friday evening at the Bok 
Memorial Home for Nurses, with 
about 100 in attendance. Music was 
furnished by Marsh’s orchestra. 
Decorations of orange and black in 
keeping with the Halloween season 
were used effectively. Refreshments 
were served. Mrs. Nettie Lord acted 
as general chairman, assisted by oth­
er nurses in the various committees, 
while Miss Ellen Daly, superintend­
ent, was hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Savage and
stieet. a Mrs. Ella S. Bird is entertaining !
----  Chapin Class this evening at her I
Mr. and Mrs. Max Finegold an- i home, 33 Spring street.
nounce the engagement of their j ___
i«rAnnat°AlbertFriedman0f Miss Sara Linne11' vacationing!
___  from the store of Fuller-Cobb-Davis
M,. L.U« Brooks Belfast ,s |
tertown. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton and Mrand Mrs. F. W. Fuller were over Sun- Margaret Ames who has beenday guests of Mr. and M?s H N ^\and LeSter
McDougall in Portland. ' ? T , ’ ^eec? street' for a wcek'
___ ; left Friday for her home in Brockton.
The Rubinstein Club meets Friday 
afternoon in the Congregational ves­
try at 2.15 when a program on “Ger- 
Mrs. Cora Ulmer of Everett, Mass., | man Music” will be presented under 
were guests for the weekend of Mrs. j the direction of Mrs. Maryon W. 
Ulmer’s father, Fred Blackington, ; Benner.
West Meadows. I -----
Albert McCarty, a student at Holy 
Cross College, spent the weekend 
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Da­
vid McCarty, Grace street.
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Thurston of 
The Highlands motored Sunday to 
Orono where they spent the day with 
their son, Carl Thurston, a student at 
the University of Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr., at­
tended the Bates-Bowdoin game in 
Lewiston Saturday.
Mrs. W. E. Morgan and children 
Vernet and Kenneth joined Mr. Mor­
gan in Millbridgc for the weekend 
and w’ere guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Willis Hinckley.
The BPW Club holds its monthly 
meeting Thursday night at the rooms 
Mrs. P. G. Willey of Camden enter- with supper at 6.30 served under the 
tained at a bridge tea recently. Hon- , chairmanship of Miss Ethel Pa.vsoa 
ors were won by Mrs. H. O. Gurdy of , and Mrs. Maud Hallow’ell. Members 
Rockland, Mrs. Margaret Ames of i are requested to take percale for 
Brockton. Mass., and Mrs. Charles aprons, and silverware. Mrs. Lena
Wood of Camden.
Miss Vivian Hall who has been a 
patient at Knox Hospital for appen­
dicitis has returned home.
i Sargent will begin her classes in 
Business English.
Miss Hazel N. Day who has em­
ployment in Washington, D. C„ for
----- the winter is very ill in a hospital
Mrs. Cora Buzzell Millay will oc- there, threatened with pneumonia, 
cupy Mrs. Wilder Irish's apartment ----
on Chestnut street, Camden, for thc Miss Mildred Batchelder and Mrs. 
winter. She plans to move there Earl Ludwick have returned from a 
this week from her cottage. “Grand- week's motor trip to Quebec and 
pa’s Farm” Melvin Heights. ! through the White Mountains.
Elmer, Winifred. Beatrice and Mr. and Mrs. John G. Snow are at 
Ralph Pinkham entertained 36 young Machiasport for the week. Mr. Snow 
friends Friday evening at a Hal- is hunting while Mrs. Snow is the 
loween party at their home on North guest of her parents, Capt. and Mrs. 
Main street. The decorations, games James Flynn.
and refreshments were all in keep- j ----
ing with the Halloween season, and Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Stanton of Dan-
Mass.
Opportunity Class meets Thursday ! 
evening with Mrs. Hattie Richards. 
Thomaston. Plans for the annual ; 
banquet will be discussed.
The apron committee of the Uni- ! 
versalist fair gives a bridge tea 
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock at j 
the home of Mrs. Eugene E. Stod­
dard. 40 Grove street. Any of the 
committee who can assist in this 
manner are asked to communicate 
with Mrs. Stoddard or Mrs. Ralph L. 
Smith, 60 Broad street.
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Philbrook and I 
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Cameron motored 
Sunday to Bar Harbor via Bangor.
--- «
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Brock . 
observed their 40th wedding anniver­
sary Saturday by keeping open house 
at their home on State street. They i 
had about 75 guests, among them be- , 
ing a large number of the members ‘ 
of the Sunshine Society of which 
Mrs. Brock is a member. They were 
remembered with many gifts, includ­
ing gold, flowers, etc., as well as con­
gratulatory cards and letters. Mrs. 
Brock was born in Northport, her 
maiden name being Jennie E. Mills, 
while Mr. Brock was born in Fitz- 
william, N. H.. where their marriage 
took place on Nov. 1, 1890. They have 
been residents of Rockland about 25 
years. Mrs. Brock is a member of I 
Golden Rod Chapter. O.E.S.. and the 
Sunshine Society. Mr. Brock is em­
ployed at the store of the Crie Hard­
ware Co.
the young people pronounced the vers. Mass., were weekend guests of
party one of the best ever.
FREE FREE Built In” Values
Airplane Rides
BUY YOUR
TIRES, BATTERY, OIL AND GAS
AT THE
SEA VIEW GARAGE
And Save Your Tickets For a Free Ride in a Plane
Buy That Used Car Here
Ride to the Airport and take the whole family up 
with the tickets you’ll get
“ON MY SET”
We are offering three splendid, timely values 
—Truly “Built In” Quality
$89.50
A genuine bargain is this beautiful sturdy overstuffed set in Jacquard Velour, 
three pieces, covered all over, reversible cushions, long wearing, beauty retain­
ing, only $89.50. Cash or Easy Terms if Desired.
a
CAMDEN
Orinda Perkins and Robert Grace 
cf Bath were guests Sunday of Mr 
and Mrs. Willis Pitcher.
Mrs. Mary Ryan and Mrs. Mar- i 
garet Yorke of Saco were recent i 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Han- 
: sen.
Miss Harriett L. Gill has returned 
from a visit with relatives in Boston 
and vicinity.
Dr. and Mrs. Walter P. Conley are 
moving this week into the Oscar H. 
Emery house on Highland avenue re­
cently purchased by them.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Jay Potter have 
resumed business at their studio on 
Chestnut street after an extended 
vacation, part of which was spent 
on a motor trip to Canada.
, Mrs. L. M. Chandler entertained 
the Mondav Club yesterday at her 
! home on Washington street.
The regular meeting of the Parent- 
TCacher Association will be held this
j evening at 7.30 at the Y.M.C.A.
There will be a meeting tonight at 
I.O.O.F. hall for a full rehearsal in
j the initiatory degree.
"Stan" Klosek of Holyoke. Mass., 
has been spending a few days in 
town. He was a member of the Cam­
den baseball team in 1928 and was 
: one of the best pitchers in the
I League.
Ivory Estes of Whitman. Mass., has 
been visiting his niece Mrs. Evie Heal. 
He returned by automobile Sunday 
and was accompanied bv Mrs. Heal 
j who will spend the winter with her 
! daughter Mrs. M. G. Phinney in Dor­
chester, Mass.
Tonight the members of Camden 
i Commandery. K.T.. will enjoy a veni- ‘ 
i son supper at Masonic hall at R.30 
i o'clock. The deer was shot bv Emi­
nent Commander Harold Corthell 
and Sir Knight Lorin Philbrook and 
the dinner is their treat. A musical 
..program will be rendered during the . 
: evening.
' Mrs. E. A Robbins will entertain 
the Friends-In-Council today. Tues- ! 
day at Undercliffe. There will be an 
open meeting Nov. 18.
Capt. and Mrs. E. H. Tinker have 
returned from a motor trip to thc 
White Mountains.
Many from Camden will attend the [ 
stated assembly of King Hiram 
Council. R.&S.M , to be held in Rock- | 
land next Friday evening. A chicken ! 
supper will be served at 6.30.
Todav at the Comique Theatre ; 
Garv Cooper will be seen in “The 
Spoilers;" Wednesday and Thursday, 
"Monte Carlo:" Friday, Ramon No­
varro in “In Gay Madrid:" Saturday. 
"Rough Romance." Coming attrac­
tions include "Song of My Heart." 
"Common Clav," "Lady of Scandal." 
"Fioradora Girl,” "Sea Bat" and 
"Taming of the Shrew."
Ora R. Brown and James Brown 
left Sundav for a gunning trip in 
the Allagash region. They were ac­
companied by the former's brother, 
Kirk Brown of New Sharon, who is 
visiting him.
Oliver T. Mann
Oliver T. Mann, 88, who died Mon­
day at thc home of his daughter, Mrs.
* Charles A. Cleveland, following a 
long illness, was born at St. George. 
Besides a daughter he is survived by 
three sons. Leland Mann keeper of 
Two Bush Light, Woodbury O. Mann 
of Concord, N. H.. and David W. 
Mann of Owl's Head; and a haif 
brother, Clifford Whitman of Cam­
bridge, Mass.: also five grandchildren 
and four great-grandchildren. Mr. 
Mann was a member of the South. 
Thomaston Methodist Church, the 
Masonic Lodge in Rockland, and was 
the last charter member of the stone 
cutters' union. He was a member of 
the Grand Army of the Republic, 
served during the war in Co. I, 20th 
Maine Infantry and was quite 
severely wounded in battle. For the 
past 12 years he had made his home 
winters with his daughter. The fu­
neral will be held Thursday at 1 
o’cfcck from the Spruce Head chapel. 
Rev. LeRoy Campbell officiating, and 
interment will be in the family lot.
If you tuned in on the football 
broadcast Saturday afternoon or 
any of the night programs you 
doubtless found your set per­
forming tantrums, and you may 
have expressed a more or less 
complimentary opinion of your 
radio doctor, but it appears to 
have been attributable to the ec­
centricity of the ether waves. 
Sunday's reception was quite free 
from such demonstrations
WBAL (Baltimore) swung back 
into the game Saturday night 
loud and clear.
•••
Among thc political speeches 
which caught my attention Sat­
urday night were those made by 
Dwight W. Morrow , candidate 
for U.S. Senator in New Jersey, 
and Arthur W. Hyde, Secretary 
of Agriculture. Mr. Morrow 
summers at North Haven, and 
Secretary Hyde was the chief 
speaker at the Republican State 
Convention last spring.
••• ••• •••
Vigorous views as to the rela­
tionship of church and politics 
were voiced by Rabbi Levy in the 
Sundav morning broadcast over 
WNAC.
Welcome Lewis, one of radio's 
most popular contralto crooners, 
will make her first appearance 
as guest artist with the Maxwell 
House Ensemble Thursday, Nov. 
13. in a program which combines 
modern jazz and ageless south­
ern melodies. Thc program will 
be broadcast from Station WJZ 
over a nationwide NBC network 
at 9.30 p. m. Miss Lewis, whose 
husky voice is pitched far below 
the average contralto register, 
will croon the vibrant melodies 
from Jerome Kern's operetta 
“Showboat," accompanied by the 
Maxwell House Orchestra.
The broadcast Sunday night by- 
James J. Corbett, former heavy­
weight boxing champion of thc 
world, contained some good an­
ecdotes at his own expense. On 
one occasion he had been floored 
by Jeffries and was lying there 
in much pain while the referee 
was making the fatal count. The 
official had just pronounced thc 
word ‘“five” when a voice from 
the gallery said: “Say, Corbett, 
you're wanted or. the telephone.”
CIRCULATORS
The New Heating Sensation, 3 to 7 
rooms. No cutting. No dust. Hand­
some pieces at—
$39.50
and up
ATLANTIC, ALLEN, HOUSEHOLD
Kitchen Ranges
The newest in ranges is expressed in our 
handsome Atiantic and Household lines. 
A wide choice of styles and sizes.
$59.50
and up
Enamel Finish if Desired
CASH OR EASY TERMS IF DESIRED
STONINGTON FORNITORE COMPANY
Telephone 980
313-319 Main St. Rockland, Maine
Friday afternoon at 3.30, 90 little 
folks In the sub-primary and first 
grade were entertained at a Hal- | 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sanborn of loween party given by Anna Webster j 
and Phyllis Leach in the Sub-Pri-
Mrs. Harvey Crowley.
Mrs. L. E. Wardwell entertained at , ---- ---- -
a small bridge tea Saturday at her . Portland were guests of relative
home in Camden.
Miss Evelyn Green, home from the 
Posse-Nissen School of Physical Edu
over the weekend.
Robert C. Burns who has been in 
Boston for several months is the
cation. Boston, for the weekend, had euest of his mother, Mrs. Josephine 
as her guests six other students of Burns, at The Highlands.
the school—Misses Elsie Paulson, ----
Ann Howe, Helen Cushman, Port- Mrs. Lillian McRae left yesterday 
land; Victoria Cislaghi, Doris Me- ' for a vls'f >n Allston, Mass., with 
Neill and Arlene Bond, Belfast. Sat- Mrs. H- H- McDonald, and in Reading 
urday the young ladies attended the ”'ith Mrs. Willis Stratton. 
Colby-Maine game; also the hockey ; ~~ . .
game played between their school 1 N- Blake True of Portland motored
team and the U. of M. and the j Rockland Sunday accompanied by
dance following the game. \ Mr an(f Mrs. Fred True.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith and , Thc meeting of the Methebesec
daughter Marjorie of Bath were . Club Friday afternoon at the home 
guests of relatives over the weekend, of Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Talbot ave- 
----- j nue, had 24 members present. Mrs.
Mrs. Ava Lawry motored to Win- Ellingwood gave a detailed report of 
terport yesterday for the day. I the benevolence committee. Mrs.
----- ! Maud Blodgett was appointed col-
Due to the monthly meeting of the ; lector for the Federation Foundation 
B.P.W. Club taking place Thursday- 
evening, the weekly Jjridge party will 
be held Friday evening at the rooms, 
with Mrs. W. H. Anderson acting as 
hostess.
mary room at Tyler building. Sev­
eral of the children went in costumer. ' 
The room was darkened and made 
spooky by lighted jack o'lanterns, one 
of which the children made during 
the afternoon story period. The I 
jack o'lanterns were placed in the 
center of the floor while the children 
played games and sang songs in a 
circle around them. The children 
wore weird masks tha t they had 
mode. William Murgita of the First 
Grade and Arlene Bartlett of the 
Sub-Primary won the prizes 
in the peanut hunt and Arlene 
Moody of the first grade anti Alice j 
Grant of the Sub-Primary pinned l 
the cat's tail most correctly. The 
room was filled with black cats and 
jack o'lanterns, witches and brooms, j 
elves and moons which furnished an 
abundance of opportunity for cut- | 
ting, coloring and pasting during thc 
past two weeks. Apples, lolly-pops, 
candies, corn cakes , cookies and 
peanuts were the real party to the 
children.
MAKING LEAP YEAR
The extra day every four y. ars is 
added to make up for calendar de­
ficiencies. Under our present system 
the calendar falls behind the solar 
year about one-fourth of a day each
year, and accordingly every fourth 
year an extra day is inserted to 
bring tlie calendar up with the actual 
year. Even then It does not com ? out
even ar.d certain fourth yc ars are 
not leap years. For instance, 1900 
wa.; not a leap year, although 18S6 
v.-a . and so was 1904.
FREE INSTRUCTION
Fund and Mrs. Jane Beech was naced 
to secure subscriptions for the Maine 
Federation News. Mrs. Irene Walker 
read an interesting article on thc 
Methebesec Club which appeared in
----- j a recent issue of the Maine Federa-
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Curtis of ' tion News, and an euthusiastic let- 
Winterport were recent guests of Mr. ter from Mrs. Skolfield was read, con- 
and Mrs. H. E. Tibbetts. * gratulating the Methebesec Club as
----- j being the first to "go over the top"
Misses Myrtie Young and Miss J in the first installment of the Feder- 
Beth Hagar were guests recently of . ation Foundation Fund. Mrs. Skol- 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Feyler in Wal- I field is State chairman for this pro- 
doboro. : ject. Four new members were re-
___  !, ported—Mrs. Nina Beverage, Mrs.
Misses Virginia and Evelyn Willis I “ice Lovejoy, Mildred
cave a Halloween nartv at thpir Washburn and Miss Lucy Rhodes.
home, 9 Robinson street Friday eve- i Members responded to the roll call ranged in crescent style, floor lamps
ning. The house was decorated with w, tb curren' M E B
orange and black trimmings and 1 ^nd a card sbow ' ' 'and tho Silsby, one of the club s most valued
members, who is now a shut-in.
Special music was furnished by Miss 
Elizabeth Creighton pianist, who=e 
two brilliant numbers. “Valse Hu-
The ladies of the Universalist Im- j 
provement society kept open house 
Friday afternoon in the church ves­
try in recognition of the assistance 
given them in making possible the 
many improvements that have taken 
place in the vestry and parlors dur­
ing the past months under their en­
ergetic guidance. The vestry with its 
new heliopore floor of attractive de­
sign, new curtains and hangings, 
fresh paper and paint presented a 
pleasing picture. Chairs were ar-
____ ™ MIS kUSHKS *O*C£
Victpr Radio
A Musical Instrument 
The Orthophonic of Radio
Maine Music Store
\ WED.
LEWIS STONE 
CATHERINE DALE 
OWENS
in
“Strictly 
Unconventional”
Smart, Sophis’.ocated 
ALSO
Comedy 
Kiddie Revue
Novelties
AT
INDOOR GOLF
We arc pleased to announce that we havc secured the service.; of 
JAMES FLANAGAN, Assistant Pro at the Samoset, who will give 
Free Instruction at Indoor Goll to the ladies at our course
Wednesday and Thursday Afternoons
NO EXTRA CHARGE SAME PRIl E—1 CENT A HOLE
Fireproof Garage
* THE 18 HOLE COURSE ALWAYS WARMED TO 79 DEGREES a 
•> 4>.;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..}..;..;..;..;..;..;..;.
ROCKLAND, ME.
124-tf
jack-o-lanterns and the evening was 
spent with games and fortune telling 
Vasil Naum and Joseph Lamb won 
prizes for pinning the tail on the 
donkey. Louise Waldron and Vir­
ginia Willis received prizes in the i'nor^u1e: ,,lT^°?b' and "Chr°™:tic Waltz (Godard) gave muchbobbing apple contest. Those pres­
ent were Stella Young. David Rand- pleasure. Mrs. Nan Higgs as leader
man, William and Charles Weed. ' had as ber s?bJect nn
Kenneth Post, Ruth If man. Helene conducting ^clubj™muj« <» same 
Carnes. Robert Rackliff?, Interesting articles were read by sev eral members pertaining to this sub­
ject. and the open forum was entered 
into with zest. The next meeting, 
Friday afternoon, Nov. 14 will be at 
the home of Mrs. Clara Thurston at
Vasil Naum
Louise Waldron, Grace Grant, Elea­
nor Mattatall, Milton Roberts, Paul­
ine Leman, Christy Adams. Joseph 
' Lamb, Virginia White, Nancy Snow,
Charlotte Mattatall. Rose Marie , _ , , . ... ..
Conti., James Economy. Virginia Highlands with Mrs Orissa
Willis, Evelyn Willis. Refreshments MprrilLas, asaiatln«Eliza Steele, Red Cross nurse, talk
being used to advantage. Red berries 
and pine formed effective decora­
tions.. The tea table laid with a 
white lace cloth and its dainty 
appointments was placed in front of 
the arch leading into the parlors. 
Mrs. Lucia Burpee, chairman, poured 
and was assisted in serving by other 
members of the committee. A musi­
cal program was presented by Mrs. 
Helen Wentworth, Mrs. Faith G. Ber­
ry and Miss Mabel F. Lamb. The 
large number of guests expressed 
warm approval of the attractive 
church rooms.
• People used to search their family 
trees for their ancestors; nowadays 
they search them for their offspring.
PRI DE—In f/tepossession
Qf a STROMBIRG-CARLJON
were served by Mrs. Willis and Mis. 
Ethel Stone. on different phases of her work, as guest speaker, and there will be
„ . . .. . ................ ! special music. Mrs. Nora Cooper as
Free instruction to the ladies will ieacjer will have as her subject “Out- 
bc given Wednesday and Thursday standing Men of America."
afternoons at Fireproof Garage 18- i _____________
hole golf course by James Flanagan, ,
assistant pro at the Samoset. No i Please notice our window display 
extra charge—-price 1-cent, a hole, of tlie assorted array of our waried 
The Fireproof course is always com- ' basement departments. Fuller-Cobb-
Senter Crane Company have just 
received from the same importing 
house that supplied tlie wonderful 
linens last week: Hand made Philip­
pine Gowns, hand made, lot 1, a 
regular $1.69 gown at $1.15; lot 2, a 
regular $2.00 gown at $1.69.—adv.
fortable, 70 degrees—adv. 1 Davis.—adv.
I am prepared to do your painting 
and paper hanging. First class work 
at popular prices. If you intend to 
have your house pattited let me give 
you an estimate. We use and recom­
mend the famous U. S. Deck paint. 
Gonia's— adv.
Ownership of a Slrombrrg-C.arlson 
alway s a source of pride, because of the 
instrument’s lasting good taste in ap­
pearance as well as in its continuously 
fine performance year after year.
The No. 12 Grand Console is a mag­
nificent Receiver, whose appearance 
will add to thc personality of your 
home. It incorporates the latest im­
provements know n to the radio science, 
ru// Dial Efficiency, which means, 
uniform tone, sensitivity and selectiv­
ity at every point on your dial. Auto­
matic Volume Control, Silent Visual 
Tuning. Provision for future connec­
tion of Electrical Remote Control, 
(genuine walnut cabinet.
Price, less tubes,
” There Ix Nothing Finer Than a 
Stromberg-('.arlsun
SHAPIRO BROS.
Tel. 1060-M
i.SON AVENUE ROCKLAND
THURS.
ON THE SCREEN
“THE BIG
FIGHT”
A fast moving drama of the 
prize ring
All Star Cast
ON THE STAGE
5 Acts RKO
Vaudeville
SPECIAL MUSIC 
Vaudeville at 2.00. 6.35, 8.50 
Pictures at 3.00, 7.30, 9.50
NOW PLAYING
“DIXIANA”
with
Bebe Daniels
Wheeler and Woolsey
Home of Paramount Pictures
Tel. 409
One of The Publix Theatres
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
‘Qnntlnr rl Vnrrl’
with
Edmund Lowe and Bennett
Wednesday Only Now showing
Walter Huston
U. S. ARMY Kay Franc’s
in
BAND “The Virtuous Sin”
Home of Para­
mount Pictures
A Paramount 
Publix Theatre
SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30. SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30
I —
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HOW HE WON IT
Free Trip T^Recent Safety |
Congress in Pittsburg Fred
Gregory’s Lot
One of the best known employes of 
the Central Maine in Knox County 
is Fred E. Gregory, track foreman. 
Kow he won his free trip to the Na­
tional Safety Congress in Pittsburg is 
thus told in "The Exciter," the cor­
poration's trade newspaper:
"The trip was an award made to 
the employe selected from the divi­
sion leading on Aug. 31 in the No- 
Lost-Time-Accident contest. Mr. 
Gregory was considered as the em­
ploye who had done the most for ac­
cident prevention, having a good no­
accident record and a good record as 
an employe.
“As the contest does not end until 
Dec. 31 is was decided by the Cen­
tral Safety Committee that the divi­
sion leading on Aug. 31 would have 
the privilege of selecting a man to 
make the above trip. On that date 
two divisions, the Rockland. Thomas­
ton and Camden Railway and the 
Waterville. Fairfield and Oakland 
Railway had perfect scores with no 
lost time accidents. Since the for­
mer had more employes it was de­
clared the leading division at that 
time.
“When the contest comes to an end 
the shield, a trophy of the No-Lost- 
Time-Accident contest and now be­
ing held by the Upper Northern Di­
vision which won it last year, will 
be awarded to the winning division.
“In commenting upon his trip. 
Mr. Gregory stated that he never 
realized that the executive was so 
keenly interested in safety until he 
attended the Safety Congress. He 
said that he thoroughly enjoyed 
every minute of it and that he was 
going to tell the boys all about it 
when he returned.
“Fred E. Gregory was born April 
27. 1866. at Rockport. Previous to 
coming with Central Maine Power 
Company in April, 1900, he worked at 
farming and trucking and with the 
Camden Rockland Water Company. 
His record of safety is one of long 
continuous service, having done con­
siderable to advance its cause in the 
division in which he is employed. He 
made the above trip in company with 
E P. Noyes. Safety Director, and Da­
vid Cormier, Line Foreman of Wa­
terville."
GRANGE VS. DUPREY
Maine’s Two Best Middle- 
weights Are Billed For 
Rockland
Rockland is to have another fling 
at the boxing game next Monday 
night when a bill which looks good 
from top to bottom will be presentd 
at Empire Theatre under the aus­
pices of the Rockland Athletic Asso­
ciation.
For head-liners there will be of­
fered two rugged strategist who are 
fighting for the honor of Maine's 
middleweight championship — Red 
Grange of Portland and Jerry Du- 
prey of Bangor. Knox County fans 
who have seen their previous meet­
ings in Belfast and other places will 
bear abundant testimony that this is 
a pair of real scrappers.
This exhibition will witness the re­
turn to the ring of Al Wilson, that 
smart Rockland lad who was out for 
a while on account of injuries but 
who is now better than ever. He 
meets Shadow Jeannette of Bangor 
who has a statewide reputation.
Al Freedman of Rockland who won 
the amateur tournament (135 
pounds) in Lynn, Mass., is stacked up 
against Harold Gray, the "Belfast 
sensation."
Side dishes on this bill of fare in­
clude Young Dow (not Earle) of 
Rockland and Fighting Dempsey of 
Rockland, and Steve Smith of Rock­
land vs. Young Robinson of Thomas­
ton.
WILL JUMP TO HAVANA
The spectacular speed team of the 
ikies—Captain Frank M. Hawks and 
lis Texaco 13 racer—is out for an­
other record.
Already holder of a dozen flying 
marks, the last eight of which have 
Seen established within four months 
in the fastest commercial airplane in j 
the world Captain Hawks and the 
Texaco 13 are now aiming at the 
fourteen hour record for the 1.400 
mile flight from New York to Ha­
vana. The present record is held by I 
the veteran monoplane Columbia, 
which was pilots by the late Wil­
mer Stultz.
Announcement of the new flight 
has been made by the Texas Com­
pany, for which Captain Hawks is | 
superintendent of aviation and the 
takeoff on what is intended as a 
seven hour jourm y will occur as soon 
as formalities withthe Cuban govern- j 
ment are completed and weather is • 
favorable. The flight is expected to be 
made within the next several days.
The trip will be via Columbia. S. 
C., and Miami. Captain Hawks ! 
hopes to cover the 600 miles to Co- j 
iumbia in less than thre hours, the 
550 miles from Columbia to Miami in 
about two hours, and the 250 mile 
hop from Miami to Havana in about ] 
an hour and fifteen minutes. For 
difficult navigation, especially over 
the Florida Everglades. Captain 
Hawks will use a new artificial hori­
zon which supplements his special 
array of pioneer engine and naviga­
tional indicators.
The impending flight confirms re­
cent reports that Captain Hawks was 
planning a mystery hop, and follows 
closely a series of high speed tests 
in which the noted pilot in the Tex­
aco 13 has established a half dozen 
records aside from the flights of last 
August on which the famo”1- team 
first crossed the country in 14 hours 
50 minutes, 43 seconds, and returned 
in 12 hours, 25 minutes, 3 seconds. 
The plane has averaged as high as 
270 miles an hour or four and half 
mil' s a minute.
"The transcontinental flights and 
the more minor trips were made to 
demonstrate the feasibility of the 
Texaco 13 as a high speed ship.” said 
Captain Hawks, commenting on his 
coming flight, “and the proposed 
jump to Havana is an effort to prov. 
further that this plane and other fast 
aircraft can be adapted for commer­
cial use after a reasonable amount of 
pioneer flying.”
ANewKindof
Imagine Buying 
Dollar Items on 
Dollar Day
at
1-3 to 1-2 OFF
Limited Quantities
Vegetable Bins 
67c
BATH STOOLS 
37c
MAGAZINE
RACKS
77c
Beautiful
END TABLES
Walnut Finished
97c
Gorgeous
Bridge
LAMPS
57c
Complete
Only 20 of These
THUNDERBOLT
SPECIAL
GENUINE
LADY
PEPPERELL
SHEETS
97c
81x99
Only 2 ta a Customre
with each suite purchased tomorrow.
Cedar Chest
$14.87
Only
$1.00 Down
Your Choice for Only
Through a special arrangement with the manufacturers we are able to 
offer you the greatest savings of our entire GREAT $100,000.00 MER­
CHANDISE ADJUSTMENT SALE ! They have helped to make possible
the most spectacular DOLLAR DAY in the history of Rockland and vicinity. With the purchase 
of any suite of furniture in our entire stqck you may select FOR ONLY $1.00 MORE any of the 
three items illustrated below. A rug—a chair—or a gateleg table. Each has a sale value of $25.00 
or more. Come early as the quantity is limited! Extra salespeople are here to see that you get 
prompt attention. REMEMBER! All roads leid to the Eastern in Rockland tomorrow!
8.3x10.6 RUGS
A special buy from a manufacturer has 
allowed us to include these beautiful 
8.3x10. HEAVY AXMINSTER RUGS 
for
only $1.00
Genuine walnut 
finished Cedar 
Chest with a reg­
ular value of S21. 
A timely opportu­
nity (or Christmas 
Buyers. We will 
hold any chest for 
Christmas deliv­
ery FREE.
COMPLETE
DININGROOM
OUTFIT
61 PIECES
Imagine 61 beautiful dining room 
pieces for ONLY $1.00 DOWN. A 
beautiful eight-piece dining room suite 
with genuine walnut veneering: also a 
50-piece set of dinnerware, one lamp, 
one shade and a gorgeous buffet mir­
ror. A chance to have a real dining 
room for that THANKSGIVING DIN­
NER ONLY—
$89.75
ONLY $1.00 DOWN
One-Minute Washer
The famous Model 60 One 
Minute Washer with its all 
metal construction, copper 
tub, lacquer finished out­
side, Cdylited (rust-proof) 
cushioned roller, new flex- 
pressed steel wringer, new 
ible Turbina tor, full ca­
pacity, and attractive siean 
appearance Is offered to 
you at this new spectacu­
lar price. BUY NOW!
ONLY $1.00 DOWN
$79.00
rtm
GATELEG TABLE
Only 20 of these Walnut Gateleg Ta­
bles will be sold for
only $1.00
with each suite purchased tomorrow. 
Full 36x42 inch size
COXWELL CHAIR
A regular $25.00 Coxwell Chair covered 
in gorgeous Wedgewood Tapestry, will 
also go for
THUNDERBOLT
SPECIAL
GENUINE 
FELT BASE RUGS
Congoleum
9x12
$5.97
$1.00 DOWN
Even On Dollar Day 
We Are Giving
DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS
on
Reg. $1.00 Items
COME EARLY!
only $1.00
with any suite purchased tomorrow. 
Guaranteed spring construction.
Complete Living Room Outfit
14 PIECES
Here is a chance to gel a complete living room outfit for $1.00 
DOWN. Beautiful three-piece suite, 3 lamps. 3 shades, 1 end table,
1 davenport table, 1 smoker, 1 foot stool, 1 magazine rack. All 14 
beautiful pieces for—
ONLY $1.00 DOWN
Complete Kitchen Outfit
8 PIECES
The kitchen will r.o longer be only “a work shop" with this beau­
tiful kitchen grouping in it. For ONLY $1.00 DOWN you can 
refurnish it. Eight colorful pieces, including a porcelain table, 2 
kitchen chairs, I rcrepto ran, 1 stool, 1 felt base rug, 1 refrigerator 
and an ironing board, for only—
ONLY S1.00 DOWN
COMPLETE BED OUTFIT;
Full size cane panel bed with a guaranteed coil spring and 
mattress. One of the most spectacular values in our entire 
Dollar Day. The regular value of this outfit is $30.00. TRY 
AND BEAT THIS ONE! 7 ft 7
ONLY $1.00 DOWN 1 / .O /
ONLY $1.00 DOWN delivers any article in the store on this 
Whirlwind Dollar Dav Sale. Balance on weekly or monthly 
terms. OPEN AN ACCOUNT NOW!
KINEO RANGES, PHILCO RADIOS
REMEMBER
Tomorrow
ONLY
ixa
$2975
’am!
BUY AND PAY THE EASTERN WAY!
A beautiful Cox­
well Chair is re­
duced to this low 
price because we 
are overstocked. 
Guaranteed 
spring construc­
tion — covered in 
genuine Mosel 
tapestry.
Coxwell Chair
$9.75
$1.00 Down 
Only
COMPLETE 
BED ROOM 
OUTFIT
14 PIECES
The bedroom—the heart of your home 
—can be furnished during this great 
Dollar Dav Event with It beautiful 
prices for ONLY $1.09 DOWN. These 
pieces include a 3-piece bedroom suite, 
guaranteed spring, mattress, two pil­
lows, gorgeous bed spread, 2 vanity 
lamps, 2 shades, 1 bed lamp, and a 
boudoir chair. An ideal opportunity to 
furnish your bedroom COMPLETE
$69.75
ONLY $1.00 DOWN
DAY BED
Only 20 ol these 
double day beds 
with a good fold­
ing mat.ress cov­
ered in the sea­
son’s latest cre­
tonnes. When 
they are sold 
there will be no 
more at this price.
$13.87
ONLY $1. DOWN
BOTTLE LAMPS
Complete
47c
j 5Ft-
STEPLADDER 
77c
15-DAY
FREE 
TRIAL
DOUBLE 
MANTEL 
EXTRA
$39”
A fully guaranteed coal range that regularly sells for $69.00 
to go at this low price. Large oven—and a large firebox with 
duplex grates. Limited quantity. ONLY $1.00 DOWN!
Simmons Bedding, Mohawk Rugs
283 MainJStreetj Rockland, Maine
CLOTHES
HAMPERS
57c
Oak or White Enamel
COSTUMERS
47c
I *
TABOURETS
47c
REMEMBER
Tomorrow
ONLY
